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VO LU M E FIFTY-TWO.

CO LLEG EVILLE, PA.. THURSDAY. JULY 22, 1926.________ ____________ WHOLE NUMBER. 2660.
T H E “ HOM E P A P E R ” OP T H E M ID D LE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

For The Independent.
AND THIS IS LIFE
A smile, tear, a soft carets,
A little touch of tenderness,
A thrill of pleasure And of pain,
A littlfe loss, a little gain,
A little sorrow, care and strife-—
All have a part in every life.
A hope, a dream of something more
To add unto our little store,
To comfort us through trying days
And fill our hearts with songs of praise,
To see beyond .the gathering night
Hope of a morrow fair and bright.
A litle love to Jight the way
To add a glory to the day,
The tender ties that doth entwine <
And make of home a place divine.
The absence of a well-loved face.
Away from its accustomed place.
And this is life, with gain and loss,
Each one in turn must bear his cross,
And leafrn from sorrow’s chastening fire
The soul is filled with the desire,
To shed abroad love's cheering ray
And help a brother on his way.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester, Mass.

HISTORICAL PAGEANT AT

COLLEGEVILLE DROPS GAME
“GOVERNOR’S DAY” AT THE S. C.
NEWS FROM TRAPPE
COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS
TO
OAKS
AS
MOORE
WEAKENS
EXPOSITION
LUTHERAN
CHURCH,
TRAPPE
RAMBLING
AT
RANDOM
Jacob G. Grimley, of Zieglersville,
Mr. Edward Franks, of Collegeville,
Five women will serve as grand
Perkiomen League Standing
Friday, July 23, has been designa
died on Tuesday evening at the home
BY SUBSTITUTES
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Wright and Mr. jurors a t the September session of
The postponed presentation,. Fri
ted
“Governor’s
Day”
at
the
SesquiP.C.
w . L.
of his son Tilden, Souderton, aged 76 day evening, of the historical pageant
and Mrs. LeRoy Wright, of Stone- the Berks Criminal Court, and 35 wo
Collegeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
.750 Centennial exposition. Waiving the
3
pears and 11 months. For many years “Hope Fulfilled” on the spacious and Schwenksville
hrust, spent Sunday with Mr. and
.................... 8
4
.667
“The rain came down in torrents” is Mrs, Elmer E. J. Bums. Mr. Harri men have been drawn to try criminal
Mr. Grimley was a member of the shaded lawn of the Lutheran church Trooper .................... . . . . . . 8 5 '.615 usual formalities, the governor has
cases.
Oaks
........................
.
.
.
.
.
.
7
6
.539
an
“old
chestnut”
of
weather
talk
expressed a desire to hold “open
Board of Managers of the Perkiomen grounds, Trappe, was an unqualified Skippack ................. . . . . . . . 3 - s
son Burns, of Chester county, was
.250
Beaver Meadows, the oldest town in
Valley Mutual Fire Insurance Com success. Over 1,000 persons were Graterford .............
10
.167 house” at the Pennsylvania building that has been repeated over and over their week end guest.
Carbon county, will hold a home-com
pany. Funeral on Saturday a t 2 p. m. seated on benches and chairs, placed
George Moore, Collegeville captain in order th at he may personally wel during many a summer time. The
Mr. David Gordon, of Philadelphia, ing and carnival week from July 26 to
Further services and interment at beneath the wide-spreading limbs of and star pitcher, cracked under the come every citizen of Pennsylvania “down pour” Sunday night was tor
3 o’clock at the Old Goshenhoppen stately trees in their summer garb of strain of taking Manager Beacraft’s who is able to visit the ^exposition on rential. The electrical uproar in spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. 31.
cloudland, the fiery flashes of light <iobn Hood.
church and cemetery; ’undertaker, F. green, and thoroughly appreciated the place and also pitching the game and that day.
E. P. Peiffer, dog law enforcement
ning, and “claps of thunder” were
“Governor’s
Day”
will
open
with
a
W. Shalkop.
agent,
arrested 18 dog owners a t Palthe splendid efforts of the characters gave the game to Oaks on Saturday
Mrs.
Annie
Kepler,
of
E
ast
Green
parade. The governor and the mem terrifying.
ville, visited Misses Annie and Sibylla merton for failure to have their ca
Paul M. Hallman, son of Claudia that depicted the home scenes and ac on the home lot when he weakened bers of his cabinet, traveling from
nines registered as required by law,
Dewees, (nee Hallman) and the late tivities of colonial days in this quarter in the 7th and Oaks scored 3 runs. Harrisburg to Philadelphia in auto
Received a few postals from Jay Schlotterer on Sunday.
and were fined $9 each.
Rodman Hallman, died Sunday morn of Pennsylvania. The grand old Luth The score stood at 2-0 in favor of mobiles, will.be met at the Parliway Howard. Says he Is too busy to write
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bertolet and
ing at his home, Acorn, S. C. R. R., eran church building reared in 1743 the home team until the 7th when by an official escort. The party will anything for the column this week.
Helen Osolnick, of Luzerne, died in
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Moyer, were the
Oaks
scored
3
and
in
the
final
frame
and
yet
in
an
,
excellent
state
of
pre
aged 18 years. Funeral Wednesday
the Wilkes-Barre General Hospital
go
directly
to
the
Pennsylvania
Build
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Har-'
That pageant given at the Lutheran vey E. Buckwalter and daughter.
afternoon at 2 p. m. Interment in servation, formed a most unique and scored the winning run. Derk re ing on the exposition grounds, arriv
four days after being scalded when
Cold Point cemetery; undertaker, J. fitting background to the stage im placed Moore in the ninth. The final ing there at two o’clock, daylight sav church lawn on Friday and Tuesday
She plunged into a tub of boiling
provised for the histrionic event. The score read Oaks 4, Collegeville 3.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Schatz enter water.
evenings certainly was a wonderful
L. Bechtel.
text of the Pageant, the arrangement Manager Beacraft was absent, being ing time.
Brief speeches outlining the im display of historical events—the finest tained Mr. and Mrs. William Derr
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Screck,
of the characters in logical order, and in Chicago.
WEDDED
portant
part th at Pennsylvania has ever given in this section. I t ought and Miss Gwynedd Roberts, of Beth of Reading, celebrated their fiftieth
the
designation
of
the
equipment
in
For
six
innings
Moore
hurled
fine
lehem,
on
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rev. Calvin D. Yost and daughter
played in the affairs of the nation to be presented a t the Sesqui-centenMiss Della B. Croll, daughter of Mr.
Elmer Craft and family, of Allen wedding anniversary.
Miss Margaret Yost, spent Saturday and Mrs. IJenry G. Croll, of the Val the, different scenes of the presen ball. Three singles by Shellenberger, ever since Revolutionary days and the nial also.
tation
represented
the
ingenuity
and
Werkeiser
and
Faust
enabled
Oaks
town,
visited them on Sunday.
Charged with stealing dresses from
in Philadelphia.
ley House, Skippack, and Fred Fisher, enthusiastic labor, of the long-time to score three runs to take the lead in work of the state government will be
Again,
the
Collegeville
baseball
closets
in a Pottstown theatre, Carrie
Miss Violet Tyson, of Royersford,
Mr. and Mrs, Thomas Hallman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jonas P. Fisher, pastor, Rev. W. O. Fegely, D. D. His the seventh. Then Collegeville scored delivered by Dr. Clyde L. King, secre team bumped against defeat, Satur
Gumbrage and Clara Essig were held
Mrs. Mary Hallman and Mr. and Mrs. the well-known Collegeville cattle host of friends have been congratula one run in the eighth to tie the score tary of the Commonwealth and Mrs. day . afternoon. Hold fast to your is spending the week with her grand for Court.
Wm. McAllister motored to Strouds dealer, were married at Heidelberg ting him upon the signal success of his at 3-3 as the ninth started. With John B. Hamme, president of the nerves boys. Redemption and victory parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Tyson.
The Norristown Chamber of Com
Reformed parsonage, Schwenksville, patriotic undertaking—the presenta Moore on third and nobody out, D. State Federation of Women’s Clubs. are yet to be had. Take fresh courage
burg on Sunday.
Master John Favinger is confined to
Following the speeches, the gov
merce has asked Congressman Watson
by
Rev.
D.
K.
Laudenslager,
on
Satur
tion
of
a
rural
home
of
“Colonial
the
house
with
chicken
pox.
and
win
the
next
game
and
the
next
H
am
er
fouled
out.
Gulian,
told
to
Mrs. Josephine Moyer is spending
ernor and his cabinet will hold “open
and other to reopen the first sub-postsome time in Royersford with rela day evening, July 10. Mr. and Mrs. times, with its needs find limitations; bunt, hit right up in the air and was house” while the building will be open one!
Mr. LeRoy Maurer, of Great Falls, office established 26 years ago in the
Fisher are now in, an auto trip to Vir the condition of the- Colonies and their scored on Munro’s error. Then in the
tives.
Montana, is spending several days West End and recently closed.
for inspection.
ginia, West Virginia and Ohio. Miss relation to European powers with the
Collegeville is still in the lead in the
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Messinger) of Croll held a clerical position in Nor hope and struggle for freedom which ninth after the bases were loaded by
Pennsylvania’s contribution to the pennant race in the Perkiomen Lea with his aunt Mrs. William C. Sam
Conshohocken Council has adopted
Camden, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. W. ristown for a number of years. Mr. they cherished.” * * * In the first Moore’s wildness and Derk took the Sesqui-Centennial is generally re gue but Schwenksville and Trooper are uel.
an ordinance annexing fivg and a half
peak
over,
and
fanned
Bowden,
Mc
P. Lanagan and daughter, of Phila Fisher is his father's first assistant scene the spinnig wheel and fireplace
garded as one of the finest buildings
Mr. J. G^T. Miller and Misses Anna acres between the west boundary of
Farland, flied to right and Werkeiser on the exposition grounds. Its archi mighty close on its heels due to the
delphia, spent Sunday with Mrs. Em in the cattle business.
figured in the main room of the colon scored the winning counter.
two defeats suffered on two straight Miller and Bertha Jaep, of Philadel the borough from Fifth to Twelfth
tectural beauty and the interesting
ma Hunsicker.
ial home, with its actors and the
Collegeville’s other two runs scored exhibits that fill it have already made Saturdays by Collegeville, A very hot phia, spent Sunday with Mr. D. W. avenue and Colwell’s lane.
RAINS
HALTS
HARVESTING
OF
three-cornered "battle, is predicted, be Shuler and family.
Helen and Edith Godshall, daugh
the probable movements and conversa in the first and fifth came from hits
Mrs. Stephen D. Rinker, of Weath
the Pennsylvania Building one of the fore the pennant is assured any of
tion
of
the
home
folks
of
long
ago.
ters of Mr. and Mrs. John Godshall,
by Gulian and T. Harner, scoring most-visited structures at the expo
WHEAT CROP
Mrs. Sara Whiticomb, of Fort erly, after spending the day a t Hazle
Another
scene
depicted
the
startling
the three teams. Collegeville seems Washington, is spending some time ton' visiting relatives, dropped dead
are confined to the house with
Gulian, and Derk’s | single, Detwiler’s sition."
The harvesting of a belated wheat and joyous arrival of Rev. Henry Melto be in the midst of its annual, mid with Mr. and Mrs. J. Harold Brown from heart failure while waiting for
measles.
wild
pitch
and
Joel
Francis’
single
to
A
special
commission
consisting
of
crop in Eastern Pennsylvania is halt
season slump, but let’s hope it does back.
a train home.
Masters Joseph Essig, Ralph Gra- ed because of recent rains. There is choir Muhlenberg and the first relig center.
Miss Martha G. Thomas, William M.
Hen Detwiler, on the mound for Anderson and Major Robert Y, Stuart, not last long enough to lose the pen
ber, Ernest Kuhnt and Misses Helen much wheat in shocks or scattered ious exercises (in a barn) he con
Miss Edwardine Tyson, of Limerick,
While swimming in a creek with
Todt and Frieda Graber spent several about in sheaves and there is a large ducted in the Trappe community, Oaks, pitched a masterful game and Chairman, supervised the construction nant as it did on several other oc spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. other boys today, Meryle Gwin, 19,
days camping along the Perkiomen at acreage remaining uncut. The crop years prior to the building of a church the lion’s share of the victory goes to and arrangement of the Pennsylvania casions in the past,
Earl W. Brunner.
son of Crawford Gwin, farmer, near
edifice. Perhaps the most impressive him.
Areola.
State Building,
is about average in yield per acre. scene was that which presented the
Trappe
Fire
Company’s
carnival
Miss Margaret Kulp, of Black Rock, Bellwood, was drowned. The body
COLLEGEVILLE
AB R H O A E
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Keely, of There are thousands of acres of grass thrilling incidents associated with the Mauger, cf.................. ... 5 0 1 0 0 0
started on Saturday evening. Music spent Monday at the home of Mr. was recovered.
Harner, lb.
... 4 0 0 11 1 0 FARMERS PICNIC, SCHW1NKS- was furnished by the Potstown Band.
Schwenksville, spent Sunday with hardly ready for cutting because of discussion and final signing of the D.
Gacinto Rossi, of Ardmore, father
Wayne Pearson.
Gulian, 2b...................
4 1 2 3 4 1
the lateness of the season. The situa immortal Declaration of Independence. T. Harner, 3b............ ...
Mrs. Emma Prizer.
Quite a number of people were pres
VILLE, AUGUST 3 AND 4
... 4 m 0 1 0 0
of six children, was granted a divorce
Miss Anna Schatz spent Sunday from Elizabeth Rossi on the ground
tion for the farmers at this time is a Immediately prior to the arrival of a Hospidor, c, . . . . . . . . . ... 4 0 0 8 1 0
ent, but business at the stands did
Mr. and Mrs. David Reiner and discouraging one.
Derk, ss.-p. ................ ... 4 i 2 i 3 0
The committee in charge of the
with Mr. and Mrs, Edgar Schatz, of of infidelity. The husband testified
not
seem
as
good
as
last
year.
The
Francis,
If...................
1
courier
announcing
that
the
Declara
...
4
0
0
0
0
Miss Sara Detwiler were the Sun
Collegeville.
rf....................... ... 1 0 0 0 0 0 Farmers Picnic to be held at Memor
th at his wife and a “star boarder”
tion had been signed in Philadelphia Dale,
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elias
*Wein, rf. ■............. ... 2 o 0 1 0 0 ial Park, Schenksville, August 3 and carnival will continue on the nights of
CHANGE
IN
OWNERSHIP
OF
July
21,
24,
28
and
31,
with
music
by
were found at a hotel at Ninth and
tones
from
the
bell
in
the
tower
Moore,
p.-lb................
,i
5
Miss
Florence
E.
Fegely
was
the
i
i
0
2
Kriebel, of Lucon.
4, are busy in working out details for
the Norristown band, East Greenville guest of Miss Ruth Drach, of Balti Fitzwater streets, Philadelphia.
of the more modern Augustus Luth
COLLEGEVILLE
PROPERTY
the
biggest
picnic
of
its
kind
ever
held
Totals
„
...
14
i
..
86
9
3
27
Mrs. Harry Umstead and Miss Em
eran church fell upon the ears of those
Nine stitches were put in the ear
AB R H o A B in the county. A large cattle display Band, Clown Band of Allentown and more, Maryland, several days this
ma Umstead spent -several days at
Wm. C. Hildebeitel has taken pos assembled at a patriotic scene in mid A.OAKS
Francis, cf. . . . . . . ... 5 0 0 3 0 0 is being arranged in which all breeds Quakertown Band respectively. Fire week.
and
leg of Harry Leach, of Norris
Atlantic City.
session of the property he recently summer. The old church in the back Munro, ss. ................. ... 4 0 0 2. 2 2
men deserve ail the support that
town,
at the Norristown Hospital af
Soppick,
2b.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
3
0
3
6
0
0
’
w
ill
be
represented.
Liberal
cash
Messrs Charles and Howard Mor
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Price and son purchased of Mr. Harold Horisk, Main ground, the actors on the stage, the Shellenberger, c.......... ... 3 1 1 7 1 0 prizes will be given in each class. comes their way.
ter he crashed into a stone crush
ris,
of
Philadelphia,
returned
home
on
............
.
Werkeiser,
lb
2
10
... 4
2
0 0
Raymond are spending the week in a street, near Third avenue, Collegeville. glimmer of electric lights, the over Faust,..3b. .................. /..
' 1 1 1 0 0 Business men of the Perkiomen Valley
Also while we are speaking of car Monday aftre spending a week with ing machine with his automobile on
Mr. Hildebidle is continuing the light hanging boughs with their foliage of Detwiler, p. . . . . . . . . . ... 23 0 1 0 3 0 have contributed the money to be
bungalow at Salford Station.
the road to Zieglersville.
nivals do not forget that Collegeville Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thrush.
lunch service and the ice cream and glistening green, the reverberating Bowden, If. . . . . . . . . . . .... 3 0 i 1 0 0
Emma W. Neely, of Norristown, in
McFarland, rf. . . . . . . ... 3 0 0 0 1 0 used for cash premiums, Business Fire Company will hold a one-night
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Umstead, of confectionery business heretofore con
Mr. and Mrs. M .N. Allebach were her will bequeathed her entire estate
tones from the belfry, and the glad
and industrial enterprises from all carnival on August 14 on their lot,
Philadelphia, spent Sunday with Mr. ducted by Mr. Horisk, He will also
Totals
.
;
2
..........
.
13
3
.,
30
4
27
shout: “I t is signed”—well,’those who
sections of the county are taking Third avenue and Main street. Be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond of $22,000 to a daughter, Ethel M.
and Mrs. Nelson Godshall.
♦Batted for Dale in 7tk.
have in stock the Watkins’ products, were not present missed the patriotic
Herbeck.
space
to make the industrial exhibit sure to come out and- make the even Smith, of Mont Clare on Sunday.
Oaks
.................
.
1--4»
o& a oJ; 3-0
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Walt enter for which he is agent.
thrill of their lives. * * Dr. Fegely Collegeville . . . . . . . . q1.,0‘0
' o i 0 W b ;#
Rev. J. K. Bowers spent Sunday
bigger than previous years. The ing a great success.
Ted Lorraine, a vaudeville actor of
tained on Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
made the preannouncements and ex
Sacrifice hits—Faust, Bowden, McFar Pottstown Band will furnish the mu
with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Landis, St. Albans,; N. Y» was fined by Mag
CLASS ENTERTAINED AT
Walt and daughter Gladys, Mr. and
planations, in introduction of the scene land, Dale. Stolen pases—Gulian, Two- sic both afternon and evening the first
The season’s here when vacationists of Creamery.
istrate McCafferty in Bridgeport for
hits—Manger, Gulian, T Harner.
Mrs. Horace Walt and Mr. and Mrs.
enactments. The representatives of base
Double plays—Detwiler, Soppick to Werk- day of the picnic, while the Norris in tents and elsewhere are imagining
DINNER
passing another automobile of: a hill.
Mrs.
J.
R.
Zook,
of
Des
Moines,
la.,
D. W. Walt, of this town, and Mrs.
the different characters—everyone of eiser. Struck out—by Detwiler, 5; by
■a “wonderful time,” and doing such
H arry I. McCormick was treated at
Members of the class of 1926 of the them—well performed their parts, and Moore, 8; by Derk 1. Bases op balls— town Band will enliven the occasion muscular stunts—aside from swiping was the week end guest of Mr. and
Sherel McKinzie and children, of
MoOre, 8. Hit by pitched balls—Det for the second day. The committee in
the Norristown Hospital after run
Collegeville High School were enter too much praise cannot be bestowed by
Edgerton, Wyoming.
wiler (by Moore). Umpire—Sam Griffith. charge of the picnic is H.' D. Allebach, mosquitoes—as would make them Mrs. Carl F. Bowers.
ning a fork through his leg while
tained a t dinner at the home of Miss
Trooper continued its winning ways Trappe, chairman; Arthur S. Anders, “all-fired tired” and disgruntled about
Misses Maggie Alberts and Sara pitching hay in Norristown.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Fetterolf, of Alice Poley, Limerick, last Thursday upon them. They were as follows:
Mother—Esther
M.
Miller;
Father—
and crawled one game nearer the lead
Dwier, of Lansdale; Ruth Moore, of
home.
Allentown, spent the week end with
night. Nineteen members were pres Leonard W. Omrod; Neighbors— by vanquishing Skippack by a 7 to 3 Norristown, R .D., 2; C. Wm. HayMrs. Mabel C. Landis, of Potts
Roxboro, and Mr. Albert Bergey, of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Godshall.
Wood,
Ambler,
and
R.
G.
Waltz,
Coun
ent.
Zeke says: only one-third of all the Colmar, were the week end guests of town, has been granted a divorce
Sarah T. Moyer, Elizabeth Faust; Lib score, Saturday afternoon, at Park ty Agent,
Mrs. A. P. Gensler, of Allentown, is
people think.” Zeke is a pessimist. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mignogna. Mr. from Leroy Landis on the ground of
erty—Blanche J. Kratz; Spirit of Con avenue. The Skippack patehed-up
UNDERCOFFLER FAMILY
spending some time with Prof, and
quest—Warren L, Mosser; England, line-up with Manager Hartenstine at UNCLE OF DROWNED NEPHEW Even the morons and degenerates and George Violand, of Roslyn, and Mr. desertion.
Mrs. W. A. Gensler and family.
the big assortment of fools—-all think and Mrs. Claude Fisher, of Ambler,
Miriam Jury; France—Elda Hailing; first and pitcher Bill Gallagher be
Jumping out of an automobile on a
REUNION
MAY ALSO HAVE DROWNED
in some fashion or other. But how visited them on Sunday.
Spain—Kathryn Harley; Spirit of hind the bat and a new find Scheetz,
road in Upper Merion, Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. 'Lewis Schatz spent
The annual reunion of the Under- Colonies—Clarence M. Pennepacker;
Hashla, aged 20, was struck by an
Belief is growing that John Banton, much sound reasoning is incorporated
the week end in Pike county.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barthel, of
coffler family will be held at St. Spokesman—Earl B. Moyer; Spirit of a Pottstown High flinger, on the'hill, 2241 Yelland street, Philadelphia, was in the thinking of the masses?
surprised
Trooper
and
the
game
went
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and James’ Episcopal church, Evansburg, Religion, representing H. M. MuhlenPhoenixville, are tenanting one of I. other and seriously injured.
into the eighth with Trooper only drowned in the old Marble Hall quarry Wrestle with that question, Zeke.
A building permit for the $175,000
daughter, of Luzerne, spent Wednes on Saturday, August 7.
Powell
Thomas’ farm houses which
berg—Harold Horn; Attendants—D. one run to the good, the score stand on the night of July 11, while aiding in
addition to t he Montgomery Trust
day with Mr. find Mrs. Lawrence
was
recently
vacated
by
Mr.
Harvey
An
enterprising
Western
girl
adver
W. Shuler, Ernest Stearly, Sarah Mil ing at 4-3. Then Trooper rallied and the search for the body of his nephew,
Walt.
LOWER PROVIDENCE PROPERTY ler, Florence Miller, Adelaide Grater; tallied three times in three hits. Pey William Buck. Banton disappeared tised for a husband, at a cost of three T. Buckwalter. Mr. Barthel is em Company has been issued by Build
dollars. Wedding expenses, nine dol ployed by Mr. Thomas. Mr. Barthel ing Inspector Simpson, of Norris
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Weand and Miss
Spirit of Education—Florence E. Feg ton pitched for Trooper,
SOLD
The line while the search for the boy’s body lars. She paid ’em. In less than a and family came east from Iowa three town.
Kathryn F arrar entertained Mr. and
ely; Attendants — Edward Miller, ups: Trooper — Shellenberger, ss; was in progress, and has not been
Recent admissions have brought
year the husb<yid died, leaving a $11 ,- years ago.
An improved nine-acre tract in Charles Miller, Donald Stearly, QuinMrs. Jas. Williams and daughter
seen since. He was half crazed with
the
membership of the RoyersfordLower Providence township, has been tin Miller; Patriotism, representing Wilson, lb; Deem, If; McMullin, 3b; sorrow after the accident, and his 000 insurance policy. The widow has
Helen, of Merion over the week end.
Miss Nellie Favinger, of West Ches
Spring
Country Club to more
sold by Charles P. Smith to George Gen. Peter Muhlenberg—J. Harold McTamney, 2b; Speith, rf; Sarni, cf; mental anguish was heightened when decided in favor of advertising.
ter, spent the week end with Mr. and than 100City
Blindt, c; Peyton, p. Skippack—
Miss Alice Detwiler spent the week Tibbon, of Philadelphia. The prop
.
Mrs.
D.
W.
Favinger.
Brownback;
Betsy
Ross—Mrs.
Earl
P.
Maurer, ss; Fox, if; Forrest, rf; Ty another relative of the boy, a Phila
Again referring to advertising,
end with Miss Agnes Kriebel, of Lu erty was listed at $12,000.
The County Commissioners have
Bechtel; Washington — Ernest M. son,. 2b; G. Sterner, 3b; Himsworth, delphia policeman, is said to have here is a gem adver. from a HicksMr. Earl W. Brunner enjoyed a fish
con.
Pennepacker; Nurses—Helen Shuler, cf; Hartenstine, lb; Galligher, c; threatened him with harm for his neg ville (Ohio) public enlightener— ing trip to Cape May with a party of contracted with a Philadelphia archi
tect to submit plans for a proposed
Mrs. M. Kowalszuk is spending sev
TOO LATE FOR PUBLICATION
head nurse; Drummer boy—George Scheetz, p.
ligence in allowing the youth to en “Salesman wanted immediately. Re men from Collegeville on Sunday.
addition to the Norristpwn Court
eral days with relatives in Camden.
Schlotterer;
Vested
choir—Anna
Mil
ter
the
quarry.
Bystanders
said
the
In
a
spectacular
game,
marked
by
a
liable,
steady,
intelligent
well-recom
The corespondence from Port Provi
House.
Mrs.
Mary
Thomasson
motored
to
ler,
Florence
Miller,
Marie
Miller,
Mrs. Washington Godshall returned dence reached the Independent office
Graterford protest, injury to Catcher missing man several times remarked, mended man, from 25 to 60 years old,
Detroit,
Michigan,
with
her
brother,
Richard Anderson, aged 45, com
Mrs. Leonard Omrod, Alma M. Feg Glass and a Schwenksville rally, the during the search, that he “might as to sell farmers in this state.” Farmers
home after spending several weeks too late for publication, last week.
Mr.
Charles
Austerberry,
and
family,
mitted
suicide at his Lancaster home,
ely,
Sarah
Miller,
Sarah
Kratz,
Earl
well
jump
in
too.”
with her son-in-law and daughter. Mr.
and others in Ohio must be harder to
American Legion outfit moved within
who had been visiting at the home using gas from the family range.
B.
Moyer,
D.
W.
Shuler,
Ernest
Stear
and Mrs. Roland Umstead, of Phila
sell
than
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Mr. Thomas E. Leininger, of near 64th birthday anniversary of Mr. Wm,
York, Pa., July 19.—While repairing badge and informed Bean he was un
Doctor — Madam, your husband Sunday, July 25, at 2.30 p. m.; Sun children and 54 old people in the 18
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Yoder, of Read Black Rock, Upper Providence, in H. Moser, of Sanatoga. station, Lower telephone lines damaged by an elec der arrest charged with speeding.
day school at 1.30 p. m. C. E. on years of its existence. Helpless and
ing, visited Mr. and Mrs. Yoder.
forms the editor that his premises Pottsgrove township, proved to be a trical storm, John Reisinger, 41 years When given a hearing before Magis must have rest.
Madam—Well, doctor, he won’t lis Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock. Every homeless children are provided f 6r re
Miss Pema Gerhart, of Telford, is have within the past five weeks been very pleasant occasion for the mem old, was killed today. The lineman trate Ralph McLaughlin the defend
gardless of creed, color, or nationality.
body welcome.
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St. Luke’s Reformed1 Church
their first invasion they stole 47 chick Relatives were present from Norris was knocked from the top of a 40-foot to pay a fine of $10 and $3.50 costs.
ished by a band of crippled orphan
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Fenstermach- ens, and their last haul carried off 21 . town, Roxborough, Collegeville and pole; His skull was fractured. The “The next time I have a race it will madam—a very good beginning.
At a special congregational meet boys, Joseph Smith, director, and other
er and family spent Sunday in Penns- Mr. Leininger says that he is determ Pottstpwn. A large birthday cake, electrical storm of last night caused be with someone I am acquainted
In dolling up Maria could not see ing, Mr. Charles E. Wismer, of Gra exercises by the blind will interest
burg with .Mr. and Mrs. J. Vincent ined to give the thieves an interest with 64 candles, occupied the centre of damage throughout York county es with,” said Bean.
why the “vanishing” cream disap terford, was elected chorister for St. visitors. It is suggested that friends
ing and, if possible, a painful recep the table laden with many other good timated at $25,000. Lightning struck
Markley and family.
peared. For the moment she had for Luke’s choir and Sunday school who who cannot attend, be represented by
REFLECTOR WARNING SIGNS
things at noon time.
a barn on the farm of Edward Myers
gotten the invisible hair nets hiding will take the place of his father, Mr. an offering as a substitute.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Buckwalter and tion, if they again invade his place.
and the bujlding and contents were
C. A. Wismer, who will retire from
son, Mrs. Ida Stierly and Miss Violet
the “cream.”
FOR HIGHWAYS
destroyed by fire.
this service.
WATER MAIN BREAKS
Cruikshank spent Sunday with Mr. LARGE REGISTRATION OF
LARGE HEN’S EGG.
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An exchange says:
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town,
young
pie and cake sale, Saturday, July 23,
APPOINTED FISH WARDEN
town.
There were 46,829 motor vehicles, out water Sunday and Monday as the
ious points on the highways for the couples have taken to holding petting from the home of Mr. and Mrs. Truck- White Leghorns owned by Mr. Wil
L. S. Schatz h a s . the contract to including passenger cars, commercial result of a break in the main which
Lamar Mumbauer, of Pennsburg, safety of motorists, especially strang parties in a cemetery, using the tomb
son Keck, of Lansdale, recently laid
install plumbing and heating fixtures cars, and motorcycles, registered in lies in the bed of the river and is con has been appointed special fish warden ers wh are not aware of some of the stones for benches. Well, this is a sess, Fairview.
an egg th at measured 9% inches In
Rev.
S.
M.
Hench
addressed
St.
in the residence of Mr. Samuel, at Montgomery county in 1925. The li nected with the Phoenixville water for Montgomery, Lehigh, and Berks dangerous curves. Bids for the furn nice place to rest-—everything so
Luke’s Sunday school last Sunday on circumference from end to end and 8Ys
Yerkes.
cense fees netted the state $727,048,
works.
I
counties.
ishing of the signs will be asked for. deadly quiet.
inches middle circumference.
(Continued on page 4)
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ASTRONOMICAL NOTATIONS AND COMMENT.
Betelgeuse is a star. It is 27 million times larger than the
sun, and the sun is 33 million times larger than the earth. Among
the billions of other stars in infinite space is Antares— xoo millions
times larger than our sun. Another and interesting star is Alpha
Centauri—especially interesting because it is coming toward the
earth at the rate of 500 million miles a day. I f it maintains this
inconceivable pace, and it does not swerve from its course, it will
strike the earth in about 25,000 years! The “strike” would mean
the passing of the earth (with its oceans and rivers and rocks and
soil, and all animal and vegetable organisms) to fire mist in an
instant of time. From fire mist to suns and planets, and from suns
and planets to fire mist—the eternal process of the moving of some
thing out Of which all suns and planets are formed ! A staggering
contemplation, and yet a helpful one. It stimulates brain processes
and arouses enquiry; it bids the human mind to go with its feeble
reasoning power so far as it can go. It invokes the rational
employment of the senses in facilitating the acquisition of rational
information, as to the origin of the earth, and—after many millions
of years—to . the evolution of all vegetable *and animal forms
of organic existence from eleinental earth-stuff. Furthermore,
the contemplation compels the recognition of vital, natural re
lations existing between the earth and man and between man and
man, and requires the human intellect to analyze the assumptions
of mankind largely aroused by emotions of fear, and to enthrone
Reasdn—based upon verified knowledge—as the only guiding star
in whatever may be achieved in the intellectual and moral develop
ment of the human race all over the earth.
The earth (in a Universe of Cause and Effect and orderly pro
cesses) may, in 25,000 years more or less, pass to fire m ist! It may
not. But never mind. It is beyond the ppny power of microbic
(relatively speaking) man to hasten, postpone, or sidetrack a
collision of masses—planet and star stuff.
However, it is
up to man to make, by and through his own ratiohally intel
lectual and rationally moral activities, this old earth much less a
hell of a place to exist upon and much more of a heavenly abode
for all mankind than it now is—-within the next 25,000 years ! It
is for the human race to ascertain what can be done here and now
for the betterment of human Conditions here and now, and out
grow the superstitions of the childhood of the race. The doing of
all that can be done, in ways altogether earthly and natural, for the
well-being, the usefulness and the happiness Of mankind will mean
that mankind will have a great inning during the next 25,000
years, and that humanity will be prepared for whatever may be
awaiting the earth and man in the eternal future.
---------------O---------------

“RULE OR RUIN.”
It has come to pass that a number of the gentlemen of the
pulpit of Philadelphia are strongly inclined to have their own way
and their own way of getting their own way in attempting to force
the closing of the Sesquicentennial exposition on Sundays. They
are resorting to an old bludgeon, the “boycott”, as a retaliatory in
dication of their wrath. In other words they have taken it upon
themselves to rule or ruin, in part at least,x the exposition—because
the management steadfastly refuse to take orders from the clergy
men. The Sesqui, a patriotic undertaking, is asked to sidestep for
Sabbatarianism. If they stamp partial failure upon the Sesqui,
will they be 100 per cent. Americans ? or, 100 per cent. Sab
batarians ? If it is within the power of Sabbatarians to determine
that many thousands of good citizens s h a l l n o t have the oppor
tunity to visit the Sesquicentennial exposition on Sundays, is it
not also within their power to determine what Pennsylvanians
s h a l l h a v e the opportunity to interest themselves in on Sundays ?
By the way, not many years ago those who exhibited themselves
. out of harmony with a tidal wave of American patriotism were
subjected to much criticism—some of them were tabooed as
traitors. If patriotism was the preliminary impetus to the material
ization of the Sesqui-exposition, and the success of the exposition
will mean the adequate support of patriotic patrons, there at once
arises the suggestion that the utilization by clergymen of the
“boycott” bludgeon may be accepted as evidence of a very un
patriotic procedure.
---------------0---------------

AN EVANGELISTIC m u r d e r .
Rev. J. Frank Norris, a vehement evangelist of the “Billy”
Sunday type, of Fort Worth, Texas, Saturday afternoon, shot to
death D. E. Chipps, a prominent fellow citizen. Free, on a
$10,000 bond, the evangelist serinonized Sunday in the presence of
5,000 people on the te x t: “There is therefore no condemnation to
them that are in Christ Jesus.” The evangelist had in a public
manner severely excoriated Chipps because he was friendly to the
Mayor of the town, whom the evangelist had also condemned.
Chipps, visited, unarmed, the evangelist’s study to discuss the
latter’s attitude toward the Mayor and toward himself. The de
fense of the evangelist is that Chipps threatened to kill him.
- ................ 0---------------From the Philadelphia Record.

ALMOST UNPARDONABLE.
In the eyes of many very respectable and unquestionably
honest and God-fearing citizens of Philadelphia there are two
almost unpardonable sins. One is to enjoy the Sabbath in any
other way than in which they themselves enjoy it— i. e., by partici
pation in religious services and devout meditation. The other is to
vote the Democratic ticket. This explains why some persons who
are outraged by the decision to open the Sesquicentennial Imposi
tion on Sundays are nevertheless willing to swallow the Vare
Senatorial candidacy.
------------- -O--------------H. S. Dambly, in Montgomery Transcript.
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Suggestion Great Aid
Creation of Mankind
Preserving Youth
Flattering) to Indians “My, but in
American* are young look
An ancient Sioux legend of the cre
ation Is a popular story In the West ‘
today. Chauncey Yellowrobe, son of
a Rosebud Sioux chieftain and a teach
er In the federal Indian school at Rap
id City, S, D., always Includes this
story In his repertoire. “When the
Great Spirit had created his wonder
ful land here of mountains and prai
ries and streams and trees,” he tells
his pupils, “he sought to fashion a hu
man being worthy to enjoy Its gran
deur. He shaped the clay In his hands
and baked it In his campfire, but when
he drew It forth It was pale and had
not baked rapidly enough, and he
threw it behind him.
“He molded another form and laid
It In the hot ashes, but when he drew
It out It was blackened and crisp. So
he tossed it to one side. Then he
modeled a new figure, even more care
fully than before, packed the red coals
around It, and when he lifted It from
the fire it was red and sound and per
fect.
■■
“And he put It Into the great wil
derness of this West, and It multiplied
its kind and was the tenant of the
Great Spirit’s own garden."—Path
finder Magazine,

**Message Sticks” Open
Books to Aborigines

ing ipeople!” exclaimed Miss Alma
Law, an Australian, on her first visit
to San Francisco. ‘‘There don’t seem
to be any old ones. And such hand
some, well dressed and pleasant
folks."
We do look young and, In fact, are
looking younger every day. This Is
partly the applied science of the
pulchritude parlor, but in larger meas
ure it Is due to a mental attitude in
Which a native optimism is reinforced
by friendly suggestion.
We have not discovered the elixir
of life—that Is, not the elixir put In
bottles—but we have the secret of
keeping young, and It is telling each
other that we look so.
Americans do know how to greet
one another, and though greetings
Cannot make any difference to the cal
endar they may make a World of dif
ference to one’s appearance. Years
are Cut off when we are told we are
looking well, and If we feel younger
we cannot help looking younger.
Statistically we know that modern
medical science has added at least
ten years to the average American
life, but the average man, and cer
tainly the average woman, looks ten
years younger than he and she did
20 years ago.—San Francisco Bulletin.

PALM BEACH SUITS

W ill add a cool co sy look to
Your Porch or In sid e Room

BATHING SUITS
FOR

Men, W om en and Children
1

PAUL S, STOUDT
GENTS’ FURNISHING STORE

They come in very attractive Patterns in floral and conven
tional designs— Some are bordered. Easy to keep clean.
Made of fine quality grass filler with an extra heavy cotton
twine warp. We import these rugs ourselves direct from
Japan, therefore they are at som e very low prices.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

a

27 x 54 in. Jap. Grass Rugs . . . . . . ............ 60c
36 x 72 in. Jap. Grass R u g s ............ . . . . $1.00
54 x 90 in. Jap. Grass R u g s ..........

Unreasonable Complaint

. . . . $1.65

Feet Jap. Grass R u g s ..................... $2.75

8 x 10 Feet Jap. Grass Rugs . . . . . . . .

The Key to Economical. Buying!
The thrifty Homekeeper, the Purchasing Agent of
the Home, m ust keep well informed of the price of
Groceries if she is to receive Full Value for every Dollar
that is spent.
Our announcements, which are really lesson s in
Economy, are used a s a! basis for comparison and are
read very carefully by thousands upon thousands of
homekeepers in the Four Statesi in which we operate.
These good folks know that when they shop in an ASC0
Store they alw ays receive—
THE MOST OF THE BEST FOR THE LEAST 1

tughoradePink Salmon 2

$4.25

9 x 12 Feet Jap. Grass Rugs ............ ......... $5.50

You ca n n o t find a Better Rug for Your

S u m m er C am p
B u n g a lo w
or H om e

25c

Buy a few extra cans while this special price Prevails.

Reg. 15c

Reg. 10c

Post Toasties

ASCO Sweet Tender
Sugar Corn

or Kellogg’s

Corn Flakes

3

pkgs

2

25c

25c

cans

Fresh Bread of the Highest Quality, Baked to Per
fection. Rich, Golden Brown Loaves of exceptional
goodness.

Bread Supreme

30 ^

Norristown, Pa.
“The Better Place to Shop and Save’

7c

Pan Loaf

Fancy New Potatoes 5 ns 15c
Sound Yellow Onions 3 10c
Puritan Cereal Beverage
25c
;_________45c ;

D ep artm en t S tore

wsr* 10c

V ictor Bread

P O L E Y ’S

90c___________________ _

General Store £ Meat Market

5
bots
No deposit required on bottles. Empties redeemed lc each.

Teddy Bear
Tender

Peas
can

H

ASCO

can
e

Tender
Early June

Fancy D _ _ _

Peas

1 7 c

1 0 C

can

3 can® 50c

A
Extra Fancy
z V l j L v / Small Sifted
can
The very finest grown. Exceptionally fine Flavor.

Peas

21c

QUALITY STEER BEEF, PORK, VEAL and LAMB
s GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS

TEAS OF THE BETTER KIND !
Plain
Black
or
Mixed

ASCO

Yt lb
pkg

Teas

Orange Pekoe
India Ceylon *4 lb
Old
pkg J
Country Styl«

Pride of Killarney T e a ..................... 1 /4
BOSS PIE FLOUR . . . .

pkg 19c

12 ft bag 60c

/ .............

YEAGLEand POLEY
5th Ave. and Main Street

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Will Cost You 50c or .More Elsewhere

ASCO Coffee

lb

42c

The proof that ASCO is wonderfully superior is in the cup.
You’ll Taste the Difference!

Shredded
Whole
Wheat
Biscuit
pkg,

1 0 c

Sweet
Juicy

ASCO

Oranges
doz

25c'. 35c

Sponge
Cake
each

1 S c

ASCO Corn F la k e s .................................... 3 pkss 20c
ASCO Sandwich S p r e a d ...................... 8 oz ja r 23c
Hom=de=Lite Mayonnaise ...................... 8 oz ja r 23c
Taste Tells Chow C h o w .......................... big ja r 18c
Large Fleshy California P r u n e s ............2 168 25c
Red Ripe Tom atoes ..........................2 bie cans 25c
ASCO Pork and B e a n s ............................... 3 cans 25c
Hawaiian Pineapple (Slices Slightly Broken)big can 20c
* * * * * * * * * ***************************************
Convince Yourself Today— that it Pays to buy all
Your Table Needs— Where Quality Counts and Your
Money Goes Furthest! *
THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE
n r OUB COLLEGEVILLE STORE

WATER BREAKS THE BACK

In condemning the vanity of wom
Somebody has figured out that a
en, men complain of the fire they woman living in a certain farm in
themselves have kindled.—Llngree.
Maryland walks 440 miles a year—
as fa r as from Chicago to Omaha—in
Large Legal Building
her daily journeys between her kitch
voking piece of animal humanity who thinks good roads were built
There are more than 800 rooms in en door and the farm pump. Ignor
Branch Out
only for him and his machine. But even at that he don’t hold up
You can enlarge your life by taking the law courts, London, without ing the question of expended energy
traffic or interfere with your business half as much as the telephone a bigger interest in people and acquir counting the actual courts.
which might be put to more profit
“hog” who holds down the line for half an hour preventing busi ing a wider knowledge of public afable use, it is figured th at the time
feiw.
I
i
Beyond Summons
ness, professional and emergency calls. If telephone companies
this woman spends in her1440-mile an
Prolonged fasting may be an aid to nual pilgrimage between her hypo
Novelist's Climb to Fame
would curb these line hogs our telephone service would be fifty per
cent better.
Shakespeare dilated on the uses of health, but most of those who have thetical Chicago and her imaginary
adversity.
A well-known novelist put tried it cannot testify.
Omaha is easily worth $50—and for
---------------0--------------his teaching to a practical test, for he
$50 a simple but efficient water sup
Sex and Suicide
papered his den with editorial regrets.
AN OHIO POINT-OF-VIEW.
Figures obtained from a leading life ply system could be installed in this
He was then In his teens. Since then
farm home. And $50 a year for sev
The editor of an Akron (Ohio) newspaper gives his point-of- there Is no record of his adding any insurance company show that suicide eral years would put in something
is approximately two and a half times
view, as follows:
'
*
to the design.
as frequent among men as among elaborate in the way of farm water
Under the blessed primary a mutt or a moron may be selected, and no
Women. Self-destrUctton does not assume systems. The first steps toward such
leadership and no party is responsible for him. The Republican party in
Must Have Felt Small
numerical importance until the age labor-saving systems are pictured in
has been completely wrecked by the primary. It has destroyed party
California paper—“Two men en of twenty is reached. The highest rate a new U. S. Department of Agricul
leadership without which any political Organization becomes just a name
tered the bank while Drake and his Is experienced during middle age, ture film, “Turn on the Water,” which
and a rabble. The primary is a travesty in Ohio, where there ‘are 3,000,000
wife were the only occupants. While until at the age of sixty-five there are has been made through the co-oper
eligible voters.
Mrs. Drake was fumbling with the
ation of the rural engineering Spec
The “blessed” primary in Pennsylvania will continue to be an lock to let the robbers •behind the seven times more suicides by men ialists
of the Bureau of Public Roads.
than by women.
inspiration for candidates who can command large sums of money. wicket, Drake slipped into a revolver,”
The1 film aims to give a general idea
“Every man Is the architect of his
own fortunes.” “And some of us pre
A “RIGHT HAND PUNCH.”
pare careful blue-prints for misfor
The automobile has developed the rOad hog—a mighty pro tunes.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.

JAPANESE GRASS REGS
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Central Control for
All Factory Windows

One of the mysteries of the abo
riginal of Australia Is the ease with
which he reads “message-sticks" re
Anyone who has got up In the mid
gardless of whether they have been dle Of the night to open and close
written by one of his own tribesmen windows would balk on being required
or a member of a distant tribe with to open a mile of windows; but If he
which he has never come Into contact. were a night watchman In a certain
The signs and symbols apparently Eastern factory, all he would have to
are the same among the aboriginal do would be to press a button, and elec
tribes, according to a writer in the tric motors would open or close all
Sydney Bulletin, who asserts that he the windows without any further at
has “seen an old aboriginal, to whom tention on his part.
a stick from another tribe many miles
This factory has a building four
distant had been shown, translate the stories high and more than 500 feet
strange markings with fluency, and long, equipped with steel sash win
when some time afterward the same dows /which open at the top, and an
stick was shown again to another na electric motor to turn the shafts ,upon
tive, the second one’s translation which the windows are swung. It Is
agreed with that of the first."
so arranged that the windows on any
A few white men have learned to side of any floor can be opened by
decipher the conventional markings separate controls, or the windows of
and symbols on the ‘‘message-sticks."
the entire factory can be simultane
ously closed. This system permits
of a very considerable saving of Indi
Brought Back Old Times
Curiosity is certainly what makes vidual labor and at the 'same time as
the World go round and keeps people sures a maintenance of adequate Ven
prying into things and learning some tilation and protection against the
weathers—^American Mutual Magazine.
thing new all the time.
The other day a little boy busily en
gaged in passing time by playing
New England Rag Dolls
around the parking space was seen to
Old rag dolls were treasured helrput a box and a paper bag underneath •looms of many New England homes.
one of the windows of one of the Of all sizes, and attired In many sorts
shops that face on the space. Several of quaint costumes, they had some
people saw him leave this little bun points in common. Their faces were
dle and walk away. One after an Invariably flat, their hands were stiff
other until three had done it, some and rigid, their toes turned out In a
men walked up to It and peeked In. most alarming manner. Sometimes
They closed it up and walked away. they had black button eyes; frequent
The fourth could stand It no longer. ly their prim faces were painted with
He also walked up and on examining beet and fruit juices; occasionally
the contents laughed loud and long. eyes, nose and mouth were embroid
The bag and box contained bits 01 ered. For hair they wore toupees of
Iron and nails and other mysterious yarn or hemp or wisps of real hair.
treasures dear to the childish heart.
Their. garments were full-skirted
The curiosity of these people had gowns of sprigged muslins or prints
brought back to them memories ol and they often wore sunbonnets of the.
their own hoarding days.—Lawrence same materials as their dresses. In
Telegram.
one New Hampshire family still lives
an old rag doll who for over 80 years
has pleased its daughters. True, she
Turning the Tables
. A class of children were wrestling has become somewhat the woi-se for
with a lesson in arithmetic, and the wear, but her blemished features ha vie
scholars found that fractions were too been renewed by the simple expedient
much for them. The trouble started of recovering her face with a piece of
when little Doris declared that she fteBh doth.—Antiquarian Magazine.
would rather have half, a pie than
twp-thlrds of it.
Troth
"How often have I tried to drive it
Map’s Idea of pledging himself to
Into you," said the exasperated teach marriage, according to some sources,
er, “that two-thirds of anything Is comes down to us from the Roman
more than a half? Now you all know," ages. “Treouth,” which was what the
she went on, “that Doris prefers a Romans called the pledging of oneself,
small portion of pie to a large piece. Is still ours in the shape of the Eng
Funny child, isn’t she?"
lish word “troth."
Doris, having been held up as a
In the Roman era great ceremony
model of stupidity, put up her hand.
was attached to the act, but these
“Well,” asked the teacher, sharply. traditional rites have been simplified
“Please, miss,” jsald Doris, In a gradually until today about the only
small, dear, piping voice, “I don’t like thing remaining Is the giving of the
pie."
ring, this having persisted through the
centuries. As originally practiced, the
ritual included troth rings for both
Too Much Service
“An elderly gentldfhan was having maid and man and this double ring
lunch in our grill,” said the hotel man custom Is still preserved by some Eu
ager, “and, as was customary when ropean peoples.
his water glass showed evidence of
use, a passing waiter or bus boy re
Famous Old English “Beau"
filled It. After the fifth or sixth re
The sobriquet “Beau Nash” was be
filling the diner let out a roar. ‘Stop!’ stowed upon Richard Nash, a fashion
he cried. ‘I’ve been trying to get that able personage of the Eighteenth cen
water glass to the proper level ever tury. He was born In Wales In 1674,
since I came to this table. My doctor and studied law, but later became a
ordered me to take a pill In a third of gambler, for which he Seemed to have
a glass of water. Now I feel like an a greater liking and aptitude and from
overloaded water-wagon and I still which he derived an ample revenue.
have the pill to take.’"—Boston Tran In 1704 he transformed Bath from a
script
vulgar and neglected watering place
Into a gay and fashionable resort. The
city of Bath, in gratitude for his serv
Not Used to Refined Fires
ices,
placed his statue between those
In her country home a woman has
Newton and Pope. He lived to be
a number of open fireplaces. One chilly of
eighty-seven, but his last years were
day she asked her negro maid to make spent In poverty, owing to the act of
a fire In the drawing room, and enter
that suppressed gambling.
ing a few minutes later she saw Han parliament
—Kansas City Star.
nah hopelessly contemplating the and
irons and tongs. “Have you never
made a fire before?" she asked, some
Redwood Log “Gold Mine"
what sharply.
Lumber valued at $3,000 and 80 cir
“Well, ma’am, I ain’t never made cular dlnlng-table tops, each worth
what ’yo call a refined fire—no, $75, were cut from a redwood log
ma’am 1"' was the puzzled reply.
found partly buried in the sand by an
Oregon man, who declared that the
discovery was almost as good as a gold
Long Trail of Trees
mine. Two days’ work With team and
A tree trail, 500 miles long, scraper Were required to unearth the
stretches across the bleak Alaskan
huge log, whlcfi was 8 feet In diame
hills as a tribute to the native’s in ter and 50 feet long. According to the
genuity. The trail was made by set
ting willow posts, which took root and rings, It was 527 years old and had
grew into trees. Every now and theb lain In the same place for many years
along the route native characters and before ■anyone had thought it worth
trouble to remove It.—Popular Me
English words denote distances from the
chanics Magazine.
Various camps and villages.

Lite's Unlucky Ones
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of the need and the problems involved,
and to point the interested farms to
more detailed sources of information.
The need for such an effort is indi
cated by the department’s statement
that for every American farm pagsessing a' modern system of water
supply there are ten still using the
old back-breaking methods.

F R IG ID A IR E
FOR HOT WEATHER!
FRIGIDAIRE will keep the things you eat COLDER-BETTERLONGER.
The FRIGIDAIRE cooling unit is equivalent to a 200 pound cake
of ice. It is 12 degrees colder than ice and never melts.
You can have a Frigidaire consisting of a cooling unit, which
takes the place of ice in the refrigerator, and the compressor unit,
usually put in the basement, installed in youri ice box a t home in a
few hours.
Write and' ask us now for more information.

GEO. F. CLAMER
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

BUILDING MORE EFFICIENT
HOMES
■
Baltimore has constructed an entire
community of more than 100 houses
where no coal, ash, or garbage man
need go.
The houses are heated by gas, cook
ing and heating of water are done by
gas; electricity furnishes lighting and
power for, many other domestic pur
poses; incineration of garbage and
rubbish is taken care of by gas.
These houses are especially con
structed to embody these facilities,
and with the view of conserving every
heat unit through the scientific in
sulation of the houses themselves.

, ,

If you w ant to BUY or
SELL A PROPERTY
or, if you

More Headaches are relieved with
glasses than with medicine. This is
a very simple remedy but effective.
Come and see us.
A. B. PARKER & BR0.
Optometrists
206 DeKalb St„ NORRISTOWN, PA

Want the Best Service in Prop
erty or Automobile Insurance
Be Sure to Consult ,

JOHN A. JOHNSON
403 Swede street,
Over P. & W. Station
Phone 232
Norristown, Pa.

Be sure to advertise your public sales in the Independent.

PERKIQMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

BEVENS’
DISCOVERY IN
DRY FARMING

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY

By EDMUND G. KINYON
INCORPORATED MAY 13. 1871
i
OVER 55 YEARS IN BUSINESS

( © by S hort Story

Pub. Co.)

S THE powder-dry season advanced, Hiram Bevens, homeJ V. steader, sat each evening in
Insures Against Fire and Storm
the door of his shack and
Both on the Cash and
COAL FOR ALL PURPOSES
gazed out over the fields of waving
A ssessable Plan
And COAL that is GOOD, is the grain and grass reaching to the limits
of his claim. Each day his enthusiasm
ONLY KIND we have to offer.
and conviction grew and deepened—the
When you use our coal it will not be Bevens system of dry-farming was an
Insurance in Force $26,000,000.00
found necessary to pile on shovelful obvious, a self-evident, an unqualified
after shovelful, or continually rake out
Losses Paid to Date $1,000,000.00 ashes.
It is clean, free from slate, success.
‘Tve raised corn in Missouri and in
burns slowly, and give intense heat.
Can you expect anything better ? Let Oklahoma,” he was wont to inform
OFFICE: COLLEGEVILLE. PA. us know your wants and we will quote himself—“eighty bushel an acre, some
B. W. DAMBLY, President. Skippack. you a price that will tempt you; etc. years—but Bevens will beat his best
record this year—sure.”
A. D. FETTEROLF. Secretary.
In the cool of the morning, Mr.
Bevens was wont to walk in his prom
ising fields. “JUpiter!” he would ex
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
claim, “the weeds are simply taking
PASTEURIZED MILK
Collegeville, Pa.
this corn, but it’s so blamed wet
Rich in butter fat. direct from a
Bevens can’t get the cultivator into
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * it. And that alfalfa *needs cutting
new plant equipped with up-tomighty bad, too.” Then he would sage
date machinery recommended by
ly cast *his weather eye toward the
the State Board of Health.
bank of purple haze far on the horizon
*
Quality and service guaranteed.
and note the spirals of dust climbing
TR A PPE, PA.
*
from the desert floor straight into
*
Served Daily to Patrons in Trappe, 4* Is always filled with well as
the heavens. “More storm coming,”
*
he- would conclude; “blamedist coun
Collegeville and Vicinity.
sorted stock in every
*
*
try for storms!” Reaching the edge
department
*
of this field, he would scrape the mud
J. ARTHUR NELSON
Everything kept in a general
from his shoes and seek the solitary
ROYERSFORD, PA.
store always on hand.
shade of his little board house.
From time to time, news of Bevens’
Our aim is to meet the WANTS
Phone 296-m
9-31-tf
OF PATRONS both in assort
wonderful discovery In dry-farming
ment and quality.
filtered into the office of the governor
of the desert state. The chief execu
REASONABLE
PRICES
.......... III!....
tive, keenly alive to the needs of his
people, was deeply Interested, and for
YOURS TO SERV E
the fourth time was discussing the
4*
*
matter with the secretary of the state
| HAND MADE & LONG FILLER | ** f t . O . S t u r g e s
board of agriculture.
* Auto Delivery
“Think of what It mqans to pur
Bell
’Phone
*
|
Can you find a better smoke on ||
State,” the governor exclaimed. “This
.*
■ the market for 5c than the Key- jj ************************** man Bevens has been writing to this
jg stone.
jf
office every week since early spring
telling exactly what progress he Is
HAULING
done
by
auto
truck.
David L. T rucksess
making. He claims that by his process
Fairview Village, Pa.
Good service. Charges reasonable. he can make the sand storms take the
place of rain storms.”
I Phones: Collegeville 144-r-2
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
"It hasn’t rained in Las Varas coun
Norristown 1648-r-4
Collegeville, Pa. ty in eighteen months," commented
12-30-tf
131
the secretary, with a faint show qf
enthusiasm over the wonderful aphievement claimed by Bevens.
"Fve written twice," continued the
governor, "asking him tp outline his
system; but naturally he is wary about
committing himself in a letter and
wants mp to come out; says he’ll en
tertain me with watermelons as big
as a tub.”
“Are you thinking of accepting his
invitation, governor?” asked the secre
tary.
“I can’t leave my office Just now,
and that’s why I sent for you. As the
agricultural head, of the state, the
matter Is ip your line, and I suggest
that you make it a point to Visit Las
Varas county soon and see what Bev
ens really has accomplished.”
The secretary thought of the heat
and dust of the desert in July and
made a wry face behind his hand. But
his voice was full of assurance: “Cer
tainly, governor, certainly; I'll arrange
to run out there early next week,”
At the forlorn station In the foot
hills, where the secretary of the state
board of agriculture left the train,
he was able to learn but little concern
ing Bevens. A bunch of cowboys
knew the location of the Bevens
homestead and directed the traveler
Ralph Beaver Strassburger’s
concerning trails and waterholes.
Asked about Bevans’ crops, they looked
Normandy Farm
at each other oddly and 'lowed they
hadn’t been out that way since 'ifi 8
State and Morris Roads
corn came up.
As the evening drew on, a solitary
habitation came into view across the
sea of shimmering "heat.
“Now, this can’t be the Bevens
place,” the traveler speculated as he
Watch the
approached the shanty.
"No fields
here, nor ever have been. I may have
taken the wrong trail back there; but
probably I can find out here."
An old man of large bulk, unshaven
and dirty, was hobbling out to meet
for further details and mail the coupon now
him. He nodded familiarly to the
appearing in that paper
visitor and forestalled all questions by
asking one himself.
“Rather expect you’re the governor,
ain’t you, stranger?”
Ask Your Neighbor Who Attended Last Year
"No, sir; I’m representing the gov
ernor. Could you direct me to the
ranch of Hiram Bevens?”
The old man smiled, maliciously:
“I reckon this Is the Bevens ranch,
and I reckon I’m Bevens—originator
and demonstrator of the great Bev—”
The secretary of the state board of
agriculture dismounted as though
FOR WHITE DIARRHEA IN CHICKS
vaulted by the explosion of his own
wrath. He advanced upon the leering
SOLD AT
figure and shook his fist threatening
ly. “Now look here, old m an; what
CULBERT’S DRUG STORE
do you mean by dragging me out on
Main Street, Abovei Railroad
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
this infernal desert with a cock and
bull story ab—” Anderson exploded
ESi
no further. From somewhere In his
scant attire the old homesteader sud
denly produced an ominous revolver
which he held at full cock, the beady
points of the 44 bullets showing cun
ningly In the cylinder holes:
Bevens waved his left hand, indicat
ing the adjacent desert. “I reckon
that’s pretty good corn,” he insin
uated.
“Corn!” shouted the secretary—but
he carried his protest no further.
Something small and cool bored Into
his left side and a mighty flame of
passion leaped up in the bloodshot
eyes of the claim-holder. The secre
tary recoiled and in the instant of
recoiling a partial comprehension of
his predicament came over him. “It’s
I
a splendid piece of corn, Mr. Bevens,”
A

W.
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summer i was n e re ; out Bevens wasn't
going to tell the governor about It
In no letter. Mighty glad he sent you
out here.”

Anderson eyed the wicked-looking
revolver and replied cordially: “Very
great pleasure, I’m sure, Mr. Bevens.”
"Here’s some of it now,” continued
the wonder worker. All about were
little drifts of sand, eddidd there by
recent furious winds. Bevens splashed
his feet In the pools and laughed,
childishly. “Feller doesn’t mind wet
feet this hot weather.”
Then the old man suddenly remem
bered his duties as a host: “Say, ain’t
you thirsty after your long ride? Just
wait a minute.” At toe door of toe
shack he picked up a rusty tin dipper
and out of a small water cask scooped
a quantity of fine white sand. “An
derson,” he said, glowing with pride,
“I’ve got the finest well in—”
“Thank you very much,” remon
strated toe secretary, “but I believe
I’m not thirsty just—”
“Drink i t !” screamed Bevens..
With toe terrible revolver in his
face, Anderson filled his mouth with
the sand and spat it out. “It’s fine,
Bevens, fine; how deep did you have
to go?”
At nine o’clock that night In toe
little red-hot shanty, Bevens, toe
genial host, was entertaining his dis
tinguished guest at supper. Anderson
had hoped desperately that the claimholder would permit him to start- on
his return trip at once, but his sug
gestion that he hasten to toe governor
w itt the news of Bevens’ wonderful
achievements had been met with a
snarling refusal.
“But the governor—’■the secretary
commenced to argue.
Bevens swung his weapon In a gale
of anger. “Shut u p !” he screamed, “or
I’ll governor you!” Instantly his
mood changed and he continued,
tauntingly: “Guess you won’t need
to go back, friend; we’ll fix out the
report and mail it in/’ The Idea
seemed to please him Immensely and
he laughed over it; “No, Bevens hard
ly thinks you’ll go back; If you did
you’d probably talk too blamed much.”
Anderson grew faint as the sinister
meaning of the homesteader’s words
dawned upon him.
“Yes, we’ll fix up toe report,” Bev
ens continued, after a pause, “but
there’s no hurry; we’ll have suppqjflrsf.”
Such yiands as were served at tout
phantom feast! Corn In the ea r; Po
tatoes fresh frqm the hill afid peas
from toe vipe i strawberries with
delipipus cream; grpaf cubes of redcored watermelon just off the ice!
Beveps enumerated each article and
each course with smapkipg lips, while
Anderspn, fainting with thirst apd
fear, echoed and praised- The banquet
board was a dirty barrelhead, apd on
it reposed the ugly revolver, Its stock
clutched In the nervous twitching
fingers of the host.
While the two men ate in pantomime,
they discussed the forthcoming report;
but Anderson, realizing .the futility
of further temporizing, was weighing
the avenues and chances of escape.
It was jpsf at toe mpmept whan
Anderson had decided that his best
chance }ay in a sudden leap and
struggle for possession of the revol
ver that ap unexpected thing hap
pened, The terrified man knew the
desert well enough to realize that in
the ordinary course no human being
was within a score of miles of the
homestead; yet even as he looked
longingly through toe door, which he
sat facing, a tall, lank form appeared
and reached swiftly for toe shoulders
of the old claim holder. There, was a
spasm of feet In the air, an over
turned barrel and a crashing explos
ion. More forms struggled into - the
little room—then Anderson’s legs sud
denly gave way and he sank into un
consciousness.
The secretary’s first sensation as he
struggled back to a remembrance of
the events of the, day was of real wa
ter sinking into the corroding thirst
of his throat. Overhead shone the
stars and the cool night air fanned
his fevered cheek. Around him squat
ted a little group of men and a can
teen was beinfe supported at his lips
by a friendly hand. Somewhere off
In the distance he could hear the
screams and curses of his recent host.
Later the boss cowboy, now rather
bored by the whole proceedings, ex
plained the situation in the terse
language characteristic of plainsmen:
“Spell after you left town, XIX out
fit comes in and says how the old
man’s waterhole’s dried up and he
were acting some locoed. Course, we
always knowed he weren’t just right
‘upstairs’ like, so we ’lowed we’d bet
ter saunter 'long out this way. Reckon’s kind a-lucky we did, partner."

Great Men of Early Times
Socrates was the greatest of Greek
philosophers. .Plato is regarded as
the most famous of ancient phi
losophers. Aristotle and Pythagoras
were, respectively, » great Greek phi
losopher and an early Greek philos
opher. Pericles was an Athenian
Statesman. Herodotus was a Greek
historian. Orpheus was the most il
lustrious poet of pre-Homeric times.
Aeschylus was a celebrated Greek
tragic poet.

Bean of the Ancients
Crimson flowers of our native Cher
okee beans, or coral plants, belong
to the same genus as the famous
coral trees of India, beloved of
Krishna, says Nature Magazine. Ac
cording to Hindu mythology, these
former ornaments of the gardens of
heaven are extraordinary for their
incredibly long and heavy roots and
gaudily colored seeds.

Might Be Either

We are told of a man reading a
news dispatch from London of a dis
he agreed; “let us take a walk and play of cakes, pies and sweets which
had been made by boys at toe Liver
discuss your plan'in detail.”
As long as the light lasted, Bevens pool Institute and over which it was
conducted his guest over the well-ar found necessary to put up a sign-,
ranged and productive fields. No “Please do not eat the exhibits,” and
; farmer ever exhibited more pride in the quiet remark of his •wife, “Re
| his possessions. “This barley was quest or warning?”
! sown late,’* he explained, “and It’s
!a little backward, but It’ll, come out
Cultivate Right Posture
j Just look at the hay I got off that
Posture Is a dynamic rather than a
little patch of alfalfa. And those static thing; it is a by-product of well> i watermelons !—did you ever see them balanced and vigorous muscular health
beat? Just heft one of them.”
and activity. The wild animal and
At convenient places Bevens opened the savage are commonly lithe, supple
gates and conducted his guest into and quick, yet they have no discipli
adjoining fields. Once or twice they narians constantly taking them to task
climbed painfully through a barbed- for their slovenly habits of standing
wire fence, the homesteader always and sitting.
directing the way from the rear, his
persuasive revolver In hand.
The True Buffalo
“My discovery makes this the greatThe
American
bison, the true buffa
»est farming country In toe world,’1
he confided to the secretary, “and It’s loes, do not have the hump above the
the simplest thing, too—I merely shoulders, says Nature Magazine. Al
' change the sand Into water. When- though this typically American ani
! ever a big storm comes up Bevens mal has been displaced from most
of his original range, he bids fair to
j goes out and smites toe wind and
survive
in the flesh when many of his
makes It ran 'water ’stead of dust,
IS.
I fitxiAiad It oil
Uv cavsuaLf ttxa flft&t associates have passed on.

Many Believe King
Charles Escaped A x
On toe two hundred and seventyeighth anniversary, of the death of
King Charles I, the English monarch
who lost his head in a literal sense, a
crowd “of good souls with a defective
sense of evidence," as toe Manchester
Guardian puts It, demonstrated at toe
foot of his statue in Charing Cross.
Good-humored English tolerance has
set up a statue to this king a few hun
dred yards away from the statue of
Oliver Cromwell. Lately, however, a
theory has been advanced by some un
dervaluers of evidence, that the king
was not executed at all. He was, they
say, a Free Mason, and those who
were to see that he was beheaded were
Free Masons also. So they procured
a substitute—presumably a still more
ardent Free Mason—who undertook to
take toe place of Charles. The exklng, so these -people argqe, retired
to Oxford and became Elias Asholme,
founder of a museum in toe ancient
university city. Just as the story goea
around In England that Lord Kitch
ener was never drowned, nor even
took passage on the ill-fated Hamp
shire, but retired from public life un
der an assumed nafne. The chief evi
dence In the King Charles story Is that
a dictionary says that Asholme of Ox
ford was "no ordinary man.” So he
must have been Charles I,—Pierre Van
Paassen, in the Atlanta Constitution,

Indian Massacre That
Moved Poet to Verse
“A poem on the late massacre in
Virginia” was the first celebration, in
verse, of toe American colonies, ac
cording to evidence satisfactory to the
New York World.
Christopher Brooke (he was a
lawyer as well as a poet, and the
friend of Johnson, Drayton and other
men of letters), started off with an
obsequious prose dedicated to the
Right Honorable and Worthy Com
pany of Virginians.
The poem was written In heroic
couplets, and Christopher Brooke be
gan by explaining that, like the church,
he believes in rejoicing with them that
do rejoice and Weeping ivith them that
weep.
Tlie poet allowed, that God was stm
ip his heaven, d«sPBe the doings of
"these Divilish hands”—“belonging to
the Indians.
Brooke evidently was one of the
first irreconcHabies, for he pointed out
to the governors of Virginia that the
piassacre may have been due hot only
to "false securitee,” but to their trust
tn "Leagues confirm’d by oaths,”
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DENTIST

It’s Like an Open Book

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office hours, 8 to
5. Saturday," 8 to l2. Saturday afternoon
and evenings by appointment. Phone 141.
X-Ray Examinations.
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Veterinarian
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Attorney=at=Law
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Grades ...................... $8.75
$15.00
G r a d e s...................... $11.75

*

4s*
*
4e
4s
*

*
*

*
**

*

Men’s $35.00
S u i t s ........................ $29.75
Men’s $37.50 &
$40.00 Suits .
$34.75
Men’s $42.50 &
$45.00 Suits .
$37.75

60 Ei Fean Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
615; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-r-2.

Justice of the Peace

*

*

Many of the Suits Have E xtra Trousers
Plenty Extra Large Sizes

PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estate
and,Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
lecting.

*
**
4s

AND IF THEY ARE NOT RIGHT—CLOSE THE COVER
This is not the only Clothing Sale in Pennsylvania, we know
that—but if you ask our frank and honest opinion we promptly
tell you that from what we are able to! judge—we are the only
Store with prices like these with merchandise, like ours.
Compare—You do it at regular prices—why not at Sale time?

Attorney=at=Law

JACOB C. BROWER

*
*
*
*

*

Men’s $20 &
$22.50 Suits . . . . . $11.75
Men’s $25.00 &
$27.50 Suits . . . . $21.75
Men’s $30.00 &
$32.50 Suits . . . . $24.75

R. LONGSTRETH,

**
*

Of Superior Men’s and Boys’ Clothing

HERE ARE THE BIG BUYS

516 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN. PA.
At my residence, next door to National
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.

*

*
*

CLEAN UP SALE

PA. Practical Dentistry
at honest prices.

RO Y ERSPQ RD ,

*

**

THIRTY-DAY SUMMER

feasts: b e a x d k e t h

*
*
*

%

$17.50 & $18.50
G r a d e s......................$13.75
$20.00 & $22.50
Grades ....... ............ $16.75

Mosheim Clothing Co.

JO H N H. CASSELBERRY

Surveyor and Conveyancer
EVANSBURG—COLLEGEVILLE R. D.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com %
mission.

207 HIGH STREET

POTTSTOWN, PA.

*****************************************************1

[j

C; SHALL CROSS

Contractor and Builder

ll

QRATERFORD. p a .
All kinds Of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
H

A FREED outfit in your home in
creases the value far above its
cost.

W. BROWN

Utmost in heating comfort, econical in fuel and easy to operate
features the

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

General Contracting and Conx
crete Construction

FREED BOILER

Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
P

S. KOONS

.

Domesticating Silver Pox
• The United States Department of Ag
riculture has issued a bulletin on the
silver fox industry, in which it says
that as a fur animal propagated In
captivity toe silver fox has no equal,
Beginning in 1887, when Sir Charles
Dalton and Robert Oulton conducted
toeir first experiments on a small is
land off toe eastern coast of Canada,
the growth of this industry has been
so steady that today it occupies a
strong position in live animal hus
bandry In toe United States. Rapid
draining of swamps and cutting of
timber, together with the heavy in
crease in population and a growing de
mand for furs of all kinds, have cut
deeply Into the fur supply. Even such
fur as skunk—decidedly unpopular
three years ago—is now bought under
its rightful name.

T

n R . RUSSEL B, HUNSBERGER

Equipped when so ordered with
grate bars suitable for burning
the finer grades of coal.

s c h w e n k Sv i l l e . p a .

Slater and Roofer

We carry in stock radiators, pipe
and fittings, valves and other
specialties for complete heating
outfits.

And dealer In. Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
Stone, ^etc. Estimates furnished. Work
contracted at lowest prices.
JjABIlY

PRICE

Visit our plant and show room.

Painter and Paper-hanger
Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Es
timates and, samples furnished. Good
Work, right prices.

Freed Heater Company
AMERICAN BOILER & FOUNDRIES CO.

JJARHY J. MOSER, JR,

Factory
Collegeville, Pa.

Painting and Interior Decorating

ESTABLISHED 1903

SCHWENKSVILLE, Pa. Estimates furn
ished free. Work guaranteed 7(30|2511yr

WALTER J. BURNS
District Representative ■
Telephone Collegeville 155

jo h n f , tyson;

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK

SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
l|21|lyr.
Ask your doctor from which will Phone 64-r-ll.

Factory
Oaks, Pa.

Telephone Collegeville 59

We Don’t Want Either

you receive most nourishment, from
poultry that has been killed from GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
three to six months and packed on ice
PLUMBING* AND HEATING ,
for the same length of time or from
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
the farmer that is killed after you
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
ordered it?—Circular of an eastern
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
poultry market.
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

Barking Dogs Outlawed

Pins Always in Demand

Agricultural Implements
More than twenty million pins are
used annually in the United States, or Every implement guaranteed.
Our
about 200 for each inhabitant, accord
motto
is:
SERVICE.
Give
us
a
call.
ing to recent statistics, and the num
ber is said to be ever Increasing. Ten
HERBERT HOYER
factories are engaged in their manu
Trappe,
Pa.
facture. , ;__2________ _ _
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.

Our Main Endeavor

Stingy
“Is that man tight? Why, he’s so
tight that whenever you ask him for
the time he takes two minutes off ol
it."—Brown’s Jug.

The Mystery of Time
Little Elsie (whispering while
grandma dozed)—Mamma, did God
make toe world or grandma first?

Can’t Be Bought
About the only thing you can’t buy
on the installment plan nowadays is
character.—Worcester Gazette.

Still Fighting
Engineers say the age of windmills
Is past, but there are as many people
fighting ’em as ever.

Work Still Ahead
The North pole still ,1s an object for
rediscovery. The man who finds some
means-of relating it to the needs of
our present civilization will be the
real discoverer.

As Much as He Knows
After the household has been com
pletely disorganized for three weeks,
the society reporter refers to it as a
“quiet home wedding.”—Detroit News.

Daily Meal Sufficient
One meal a day is claimed by some
experts as toe Ideal method. They
state that our digestive systems need
at least 16 hours’ rest out of the 24.

Height of Philosophy
That happy state of mind, so rarely
possessed, in which we can say, “I
have enough,” Is the highest attain
ment of philosophy.—Zimmerman.

Best Way to Cut Soap
If a string is put around a bar of
soap at toe place a cut Is Wanted, the
ends crossed and pulled, the string
will cut the bar neatly.

THIS OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY

Let Dr. Gould be Your D en tist
NO MATTER WHAT YOU PAY, I CAN GIVE YOU CERTIFIED
DENTAL WORK FOR LESS MONEY.
GUARANTEED 15 YEARS

jy p s . L. S, SCHATZ
Collegeville, Pa.
Hemstitching
Buttons Covered
Silk Underwear and Stockings
Bell Phone Collegeville 34-r-3

In Toulon, France, barking dogs
may soon be answerable to top courts
providing they have owners who can
be located and their barking is done
after ten o’clock at night. The courts
have upheld the mayor’s decree hold
ing owners responsible.
FOR SALE: A Full Line o fs
Reliable

In these days we are not so much
concerned about loving our neighbors
as we are about keeping up with
them.—Boston Transcript.

SI

Marionettes in History
Uhlans stood about the boulevard
booths of the Punch arid Judy shows
after Paris had fallen at the end of
the Franco-Prusslan war. Behind the
deep-cut trenches of the Argonne,
wounded French soldiers built a pup
pet theater in 1915. They are a part
of the religious rites of savage
African tribes, as they were of a por
tion of toe monks’ miracle plays In
the Middle ages.—Century Magazine.

Gas Causes Body’s Rising
Gas forms in the cavities of the
human body, causing it to rise to toe
surface after drowning. The length
of time a person will stay under water
Is dependent upon toe Individual.
Sometimes It takes frqm three days
to two weeks, according to ,toe chem
ical content and temperature of toe

Two Had Same Thought
In a. letter to Josiah Quincy, Ben
jamin Franklin used the expression,
“There never was a good war or a bad
peace.” However, Samuel Butler is
also credited with a similar saying,
“It hath been said that an unjust
peace Is to be preferred before a
iuaf
»

ANCHOR

SWEET AIR EXTRACTS
TEETH WITHOUT PAIN!
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
X-RAY
TIME PAYMENTS

PRICES
Good Set of Teeth . .. $ 7
Double Re-inforced.. $12.50
Crown & Bridge Work $5.00
Fillings a t ................. $1.00
i?sflisfiig3i«f?ga

.5 0
up
UP

up

R . G O U li D
Norristown, Pa.
150 WEST MAIN
Opposite Post Office

m

No Appointment Necessary |

Salary Not All Velvet
The official salary of the bishop ol
London is $50,000. The greater part
of this, however, goes in diocesan and
other expenses.

Pineapple Plant Peculiar

IH Y IN

L .

F A U S T

YERKES, PA.

BUTCHER AND DEALER IN

Fresh and Smoked Meats
Pork in Season

The pineapple plant produces one
fruit and then dies. “Suckers,” or Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
shoots, become bearing plants for toe
cinity every Wednesday and Satur
following year.
day. Evansburg, Tuesdays and
Fridays.

Devil Is Good Fighter

He who will fight the devil at his
own weapon must not wonder If he
finds him an overmatch.—South.

Africa’s Mixed Dialects
Between eight and nine hundred!
languages and dialects are In use
among the natives of Africa.

Mexican Etiquette
In Mexico the men speak first when
passing a woman acquaintance in the
street.

P riest H ives u p Trousseau

When a Sydney (Australia) parish
priest at a church bazaar won a prize
he was somewhat at a loss as to what
to do with his award. It was a
bride’s trousseau. After one look at
the box of frills and lace he announced
Father of Canning
he would present it to the next bride
Appert, a Frenchman, Introduced he married. Three candidates ap
the method for canning fruits and peared at his residence the following
vegetables, although it was a relative morning to make early dates for a
of his who made the process practi wedding.
cal. Rillieux, - also a Frenchman,
made the use of sugar more practical
Big Glacier’s Movement
by cutting the boiling fuel for a
The Continental glacier traveled at
pound from one pound of coal to two a rate varying from 7 feet to 8 feet
ounces. In later years, dehydration, a day, and occasionally 20 feet. The
the use of compressed air and toe length of its stay has not yet been
vacuum have been used in preserving definitely ascertained by scientists. It
food products.
covered the United States as far as
northern Pennsylvania, Ohio and into
Fish Not Brain Food
Kansas and Nebraska.
Another old wives’ tale In cookery
Is thift fish is a brain food. Fish is
Marionettes Popular
the same kind of food as meat, which
From Greece, where they were in
is protein and fat. All food that nour vented, the marionettes went to Rome,
ishes the body nourishes the brain, where leaders of thought, jurists, leg
because all of the organs draw their islators, magistrates and generals be
food supply from the same source, came their patrons and sponsors.
the blood stream. Fish is no more a^ They were favored as after-dinner en
brain food than milk is a heart food, tertainers in toe days of toe Caesars.
or eggs an eye food, or carrots a foot —Century Magazine.
FcinA i TJrnrcl"

FARM CALENDAR
Pick Sweet Peas Daily—Sweet peas
should be picked daily to prevent
them from going to seed. Apply a
heavy mulch of grass clippings to
conserve moisture. Water thoroughly
and often in dry weather.
Plant Rape for Hogs—Dwarf Essex
rape may be planted for hog pasture
up to August 1. Where permanent
pastures are short it is advisable to
supplement them with such a tempor
ary as rape provides. Under good
conditions it may be pastured six
weeks after planting.
Avoid ‘ Tainting Milk—Where fly
sprays are used 30 to 45 minutes
should elapse before milking in order
to avoid off-flavored milk, say Penn
sylvania State College dairy special
ists.
Cull Out Boarders—When the egg
production drops below 50 per cent,
the laying flock should be culled at
least once a month. Culling the flock
regularly throughout the summer will
weed out th e' low producing hens.
Such practices will cull out nine, per
cent of the laying flock in July and 11
per cent n August.
Ailing Chicks—If chicks between
two and ten weeks of age show loss of
appetite, droopy wings, disordered
feathers, general weakness and
slightly darkened combs, they may be
suffering from an intestinal disease
called coccidiosis. A minute parasite
is the cause. Feed all the sour milk
the birds will drink, use a crumby wet
mash, eliminating the scratch grain
entirely. Isolate the chicks, disinfect
the house daily and move to clean
ground or lime the yards heavily and
cultivate.

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

FACTS, THE BASIS OF INTELLI

(Continued from page 1)

GENT OPINION

Next Monday evening, July 26, the
Oaks Building and Loan Association “The Christian Vaccation.”
The quarterly meeting of the Board
.■will hold their regular monthly meet
ing in the Oaks Fire Hall a t 8 o’clock. of Trustees was held last Tuesday
evening. The following officers were
A new series will be opened.
elected: President, H. R. Thomas;
There were 80 scholars enrolled at vice president, J. D. Frantz; secre
the vacational Bible school in Green tary, N. R. Wanner, treasurer, R. F.
Tree Brethren church, Monday morn Wismer, Esq; secretary, H. D. Goding. The following are assisting Rev. shall.
Replogle with the teaching: Mrs. RepRegular services will be held next
logle, Mary Replogle, Mrs. Joseph Sunday as follows: Sunday school,
Famous, Mrs. Freeman Zimmerman, 9 a. m.; church service, 10 a. m.
Mildred Dettra and Nioma Brower.
On Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Granville PROPOSED DRASTIC CHANGES
Bowden entertained: Mr. and Mrs.
IN CRIMINAL LAW
Raymond Quay and Mr. and Mrs.
The
law
gives too much advantage
Francis Bowden, of Spring City.
to the criminal, in the opinion of the
Little Miss Edna Virginia Davis, National Crime Commission’s, subof Kimberton, is spending a few days cmmittee on criminal procedure and
judicial administration. To correct
with her grandparents.
this situation the committee recom
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. John C. mends drastic changes in the “arch
Dettra entertained Mrs. Dettra’s aic, cumbersome and inefficient crim
brothers and their families: Mr. and inal procedure that now obtains in
Mrs. Howard Ulner and family, of a majority of odr States.”
Woodlyn, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Among its recommendations, 20 in
Ulner and family, of Mont Clare and number, is one th at would weaken the
Miss Tillie Bergantz, of Phoenixville. tenet that a man is presumed inno
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank cent until proved guilty. Another
Weaver and Mr. and Mrs. Crist Wea urges alteration of the unanimous
ver motored to Glen Mills and joined jury rule so th at 10 men on a jury
a family gathering a t the home of of 12 could bring about conviction in
Mrs. Weaver’s brother Mr. and Mrs. felony cases, except murder, and
five on a jury of six for trial of mis
Harry Miller.
demeanors.
Mrs. Maurice Davis and daughter
The committee, headed by Herbert
Anna Margaret, who had been in S. Hadley, former Governor and At
Milesburg, visiting Mrs. Davis par torney General of Missouri and now
ents Mr. and Mrs. James Hoover, for the chancellor of Washington Univer
a couple weeks, returned to their home sity, St. Louis, submitted its report
at this place, Sunday evening.
to the American Bar Association, af
On Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Andrew ter six months of study.
In an explanatory statement ac
Olsen motored to this place from New
York and called on friends. Miss companying the report Chairman
Vivian Olsen remained here and is Hadley estimated that 90 per cent of
spending a few days with Mr, and those guilty of committing major
crimes are not apprehended and
Mrs. Paul Francis.
bought to justice, and th at 75 per
On Sunday Miss Frances Price, of cent, of those prosecuted for major
this place; Miss Ruth Wynn, Phoenix crimes escape the minimum punish
ville; Mr. Frank Michner and Mr. ment provided for them.
Peter Jacobs, of Mont Clare, motored
The committee would not entirely
4o the DuPont’s Gardens and spent abolish the presumption of innocence,
the day.
but it would permit a Judge or prose
Mrs. Isaac Dettra was seriously ill cutor to call the jury’s attention to
with intestinal indigestion for sev failure of a defendant to testify.
Among other things, the committee
eral days. At this writing she is im
recommends an equal number of per
proving.
emptory challenges for both State
Miss Ella Arnold, of Philadelphia, and defense, elimination of red tape in
sister of Mrs.- Replogle, visited the indictments and appeals in order to
Green Tree parsonage for several hasten prosecution, reform in bond
days.
methods so as to take account of pre
The fireworks on Saturday night at vious convictions, and legislation in
Indian Head P ark attracted a large tended to obtain intelligent jurors and
crowd of people. The Keystone En to remove the prejudice against news
tertainers of Norristown played for paper readers as jurors.
the dance, Saturday evening. Sunday
ANOTHER CENTENARIAN
the greatest number of people were
in bathing this season. The dam look
Honesdale, Pa., July 20—To a.child
ed like a miniature Atlantic City. hood diet of wild game and goats’
Miss Agnes MacFarlan, assistant su milk Mrs. Marie Bernstorf, 100 years
perintendent of Montgomery Hospital, old, credits the sound constitution that
spent a day with her parents.
has carried her safely past the cen
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Buzzard en tury mark. She is Wayne county’s
tertained Mr. Wm. Hartman and Miss oldest resident, but never has taken
Frankie Anderson, of Philadelphia her age so seriously as to permit it to
relegate her to the background of cur
over the week end.
rent
happenings. She has kept pace
Mr. Carl Young and Miss Lillian
Greenover, of Philadelphia, spent thq with the trend of the times and points
week end a t the home of Mr. and to the facts that she has ridden on
both the subway and elevated railroads
Mrs. Thomas O’Brien.
of New York, has talked over a long
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. distance telephone and has seen air
Francis entertained Dr. and Mrs. Em- planes fly over her home in Inglepy, of Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. hardt, near the Delaware River. She
Frank Jan ten, of Philadelphia.
also enjoys motor rides.
Mrs. Bernstorf has worked hard
Mr. and Mrs. N. U. Davis-, of Phoe
nixville, spent Sunday with Mrs. Mat- and at present prepares her own
meals and washes the dishes. Her
tie Hopson, Brower avenue.
faculties are good and she reads
On Monday afternoon at 1 o’clock without the aid of glasses. She has
Mr. Kurtz, of Philadelphia, gave a drunk coffee all her life and declares
demonstration of the Club aluminum she feels no ill effects from its use.
ware at the home of Mrs. J. C. Det She retires “middlin’ ” early a t night
tra. Mr. Kurtz did all the cooking and spends the greater part of the
without water on top of the gas stove. morning in bed.
He prepared the following menu:
In her youth Mrs. Bernstorf was
roast beef, waffles, carrots, rice, po considered a good singer and her
tatoes, baked apples and cake. The voice was decided as sweet and
women present were; Mrs. Kurtz, clear when she sang some of the oldMrs.Pinkerton, of Phoenixville; Mrs. time songs to the children, grand chil
Ctosscup, Mrs. O’Brien, Mrs. Hopson, dren and great grand-children who
Miss Boyer, of this place and Mrs. gathered at her home on her one hun
Zimmerman, of Norristown. Mrs. Det dredth birthday.
tra was presented .with a large alum
She has three daughters, Mrs. Rich
inum frying pan for the use of her ard Bouse'r, who lives in Ohio; Mrs.
home for the demonstration and Mrs. Ernest Graner, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Harry Crosscup received a small fry and Mrs. Emma Dexter, of Hones
ing pan as a prize among the guests. dale; 15 grandchildren and 14 great
grandchildren. The members of her
FARM CALENDAR
family all lived many years, her 12
Potato Aphis—Possibly of great sisters and brother dying at ages
losses to the potato is seen in the varying from 80 to 88 years, while a
increasing numbers of potato aphis grandmother, Mrs. Mary Gunlock,
found in many sections of the State. lived to be 106' years old.
They are green, soft-bodied, sucking
ELECTRIFIED FARMS
insects which at certain stages are
also pink in color. They are show
INCREASING
ing in sufficient number as to indicate
More than a thousand farms a
a possible general out-break. Watch months are being added to the var
for them. If they appear, add one ious service lines of the elctric light
pint of nicotine sulphate to 100 gal and power companies in the United
lons of Bordeaux spray. The spray States and the rate is steadily grow
must be applied thoroughly, making ing, reports the Pennsylvania Public
sure th at the tips and under sides of Service Information Committee. The
the leaves are covered.
increasing use of electricity on farms
Dobbin Likes Clean Collars—Don’t is made economically possible by in
forget to take good care of old Dob terconnection of transmission lines.
bin’s shoulders as the hot weather One big obstacle that has limited the
grows hotter. Be sure the collar fits extension of rural electric service is
without being “bushed” with a series the fact th at only two or three farms
of pads. Keep the face of the collar can be served by one mile of power
free from dirt and hair. Wipe it off line.
at night with a cloth. Scraping with
In the state of Pennsylvania more
a knife will roughen it.
than 17,000 new customers were add
Pullets Need Air and Room—Grow ed" to rural electric lines in 1925. That
ing pullets need plenty of room and is 10% per cent of the total of new
fresh air if they are to continue to customers added by the industry dur
develop normally. Opening the col ing the year throughout the whole
ony houses and putting in plenty of state. It is estimated that at pres
perches will give plenty of fresh air ent 250,000 farms in the country are
and sufficient room for the growing supplied with electric service.
pullets.
Seventeen experimental rural lines
Water .the Porkers—Many hogs have been built in seventeen states
suffer frpm lack of water during the and are serving as field laboratories.
hot, dry days of summer. If the They are devoted largely to determin
swine are watered in open troughs, ing possible uses and also analyzing
these should be filled with fresh wa costs of supplying electric service.
te r several times daily. A' cheap and
efficient watering device may be
NEW STATE HIGHWAY
made by attachnig an iron trough,
PROPOSED
with float valve, costing about three
dollars, to an old vinegar barrel.
Creation of a new State highway
... . i—A— —
from Reading to Philadelphia to re
BLOOD OF APE IS MOST LIKE
lieve congestion on the Ridge pike,
which now is crowded almost to capac
HUMAN
ity, is planned by the State Highway
New York, July 19.—^Chemistry can Department. The road will run, by
prove that the blood of a chimpanzee way of Elverson, The Buck, Phoenix
or an ourang outang is more closely ville, Valley Forge, King of Prussia,
related to human blood than to the Gulph Mills and the Main Line dis
blood of common monkeys. Dr. H. Gid tricts.
eon Wells told students at the summer
session of Columbia University in a
“I see where a man was acquitted
lecture today.
of a crime because he did it while
“Indeed,” Dr. Wells continued, “the he was full of moonshine and didn’t
bloods of anthropoids are more closely know what he was doing.” remarked
related to human blood than the bloods Mrs. Grouch.
“H’m!” mused Mr.
of horses are to donkeys.”
Grouch. “I wonder if I couldn’t have
Dr. Wells said his conclusions were our marriage annulled on the grounds
upheld by recent discoveries in the I proposed when I was in love and
identification of protein in blood speci so was not accountable for my ac
mens.
tions?”—Cincinnati Enquirer.

It is the goal of each of us, no mat
ter what our politics, to arrive a t in
telligent opinions on all affairs that
concern us, and many more besides.
We try to consider all the facts in
each case, weigh them, and finally
come to some sort of conclusion. We
do attempt to judge wisely, and, in
our own minds, arrive as nearly as
possible at the truth, th at greatest
of all human ideals.
Our circle of concern has mater
ially widened in the last few years
largely due to the Great War and
subsequent activities in international
affairs. Our newspapers devote much
more space to world problems and
foreign events, and Americans, col
lectively as well as individually, are
coming to know more about other
countries and other peoples. We are
forming opinions on these matters.
When we try to form conclusions
on problems in the international field,
we are frequently at a loss for basic
facts to guide us.
This condition occasions much of
the interest in the plans for the Wal
ter Hines Page School of Internation
al Relations that is to be founded at
Johns Hopkins University. This pio
neer agency for studying world af
fairs will have one object—find the
facts, the accurate, impartial facts
and make them available so that
sound opinions may be formed.
ANNUAL AUDITORS’ REPORT OF THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF UPPER
PROVIDENCE, MONTG. CO, FOR
THE SCHOOL TEAR ENDING
JULY, 1926.
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, July, 1926 . . . . $ 107.26
Taxes .......................................... 1 29,124.29
Non-resident tuition.......................
590.74
State appropriations, ................... 7,149.40
Other receipts................................. 4,778.61
Total receipts, ..................... $41,745.29
EXPENDITURES
General Control (A)
Secretary, ’ ..................
$350.00
Treasurer.....................................
100.00
Tax Collector, ....................
775.15
Auditors, .............
10.00
Compulsory edu. & census, . . . .
84.25
Other expenses,' .......................
203.33

PR IV A TE SALE OF

COLLEGEVILLE

TWO CARLOADS OF

Ohio C ow s!
Will be sold at private sale on THURS
DAY JULY 29, 1926, at my stockyard, at
Perkiomen Bridge, Collegeville, Pa., two
carloads of choice fresh cows and spring
ers, selected in Ohio by Fred Fisher. The
lot includes fine shapes,,- heavy weights
and big milk producers. Come early and
lpok them over and make your selections.
JONAS P. FISHER.

NATIONAL BANK

Prices Plunge

YOUNG M A N
WHAT’S YOUR AMBITION?
Regardless of any future ambitions
that you may have in mind at this
time

DUBLIC SALE OF

Fresh Cows
TWO STOCK BULLS

Remember

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
JULY 26, 1926, at Limerick Square, Pa., 38
fresh and springer cows from Cumberland
valley. A lot of choice milk producers—
cpws that will please and profit buyers.
Also two stock bulls. Sale at 1.30 s. t
Conditions by
’
P. H. PETERMAN.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

If you wish some day to be indepen
dent, to know the value of things in
this world th at are really worth
while,—learn to save money.
It will be the most helpful step you
can take toward your desired am
bition.

pUBLIC SALE OF

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK

So

Downward

everyone

may see
We point

out

its

good quality.
Our

This is the wind up of our “6 6 ”

m

This Bank pays 3% interest In Its
Savings
Department on Certificates of
Will be sold at public sale on premises
of George C. Signor, situate on road from Deposit, 3J4% if left one year.
Black Rock hotel to Trappe, iri Upper

Providence towrisfiip, Montgomery county,
Penna., on SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1926, at
1 p. m„ standard time, the following
household and other articles: Dining
room suite (Sheraton design) 10 pieces;
genuine oil paintings, assortment of dishes
and kitchen utensils, hall rugs, couch,
easy chair, radio, rocking chairs, upstairs
hall runners, brass bed, box spring and
mattress; mahogany pedestal, cretonne
draperies, large and small rugs, porch
rugs, white enamel bed, spring and mat
tress, chest of drawers, chairs, odds and
ends, mahogany bureau, oak dresser and
wash stand, bed couch, with mattress ; oak
chiffonier, medicine cabinet with mirror,
4 dining room chairs, oak, with leather
seats; marble top table, marble pedestal,
with bust; 2 fruit tables, farmer’s boiler,
lard press, sausage grinder, jars, glasses,
porch tables, lawn swing, fireplace screen
and wood basket, oil stove and oven, clock,
refrigerator, gasoline engine, 1$ h. p.
(new); 1-horse lumber wagon, sprayer, 2horse plow, 1-horse plow, Iron Edge culti
vator, small garden tools, lawn roller, new
1-horse mower, 8 Durock Shoats, Barred
Rock chickens, straw, l60 bushels corn,
lawn mower, wheelbarrow and other ar
ticles too numerous to mention, being the
personal property of the above George C.
Signor, who is disposing of same on ac
count of having sold his property and mov
ing away.’ Practically all the above ar
ticles are nearly brand new or used very
little and in the best of condition.
LEO. A. GOTWALS, Agent
For George C. Signor, Owner.
Walter Clevenstine, auctioneer.

Immense Stock of Suits

Underpriced for This Sale

K -QRABERlS
K HOME MADE
BREAD
i

clearance sale and the round up

Personal Property!

of the greatest values we have
ever offered. Handsome fabrics,

COLLEGEVILLE B A K E R Y
P H O N E -6 4 -R 2

excellent

tailoring,

many with extra trousers

SUMMER TIME
When Jewelry

I

*
*
*
*
I
*
$
Ice Cream, Candies, Pies
*
*
*
Watkins’ Spices, Extracts, Cocoa ; I
*
all kinds of Cosmetics, etc., and *
*
famous medicinal remedies.
*
I
I
I
i

I

I H fi

LIGHT LUNCHES

of Quality

can be so easily recognized

Visit our shop for the

Finest In Jewelry

1 William C. Hildebidle
*

*

$25 Suits Now $19.66
$35 Suits Now $24.66
$40 Suits Now $29.66
Palm Beach Suits Now $ H .6 6
Tropical Worsted Suits

jU

c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .

Now $ 14.66

1 THIRD AVE. & MAIN ST.

GEO. H. CLEMMER

Straw Hats Reduced

P. S.— I will continue to visit
homes and take orders for and de
liver Watkins’ products.

Jeweler

Furnishings Reduced
Children’s Suits Reduced

*******■*##*■»**********■****

I WINKLER DRUGS!

II. S. CISTERN FILTER

Anything
AND

No car fare paid during sale.
POTTSTOWN, PA.

Everything
a good up - to = date

481.90
Total, ...........
FOR SALE — Sesquicentennial inner
Total Current. Expenses
tubes 30 x 3J—$1.95. FRANCIS’ STORE,
(A, B, C, D, E, F) ......
$32,849.06 Oaks, Pa.
7115|2t
Debt Service (G)
Redemption of bonds from
current funds,
6,800.00
WANTED—A middle-aged woman for
Payments to sinking fund,
' 1,870.00
general house work; two in family. No
Payment of interest on short
loans, .............
26.00 washing, MRS, G. H. BACKMIRE, 3rd
avenue E , Collegeville, P.
7|15]2t
Total, .................................... $8,095,00
Capital. Outlay (H)
For equipment, .................
169.00
WANTED—Painters, HARRY PRICE,
Collegeville, Pa;
7|8|3t
Total All Payments
(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) . . .. $41,703.66
WANTED—Two boarders, gentlemen
preferred. Apply to MRS, WM. FIE,
Balance on hand July, 1926
41.63 Fifth
avenue west, Collegeville, Pa.
SINKING FUND ACCOUNT
Receipts
MORTGAGES PLACED—I represent
Bal. July ’25 ................................ $ 290.00 one of the Land Banks under, control of
Current funds .............................. 1,870.00 the Government and am ready to place
mortgages on short notice on improved
Total......................................... $2,160.00 farms. 33 years to pay off. Inquiries
treated
confidential. No red tape. FRANK
Expenses
REESE, Farm Specialist, 17-19 Curren
Payment of Bonds .....................
51)0.00 T.
Arcade,
Norristown, Pa,
Interest, ......
1,282.50

DRUG

STORE

should sell
Bring
Your

Prescriptions
HERE

We compound them Just as
your Doctor wants them com
pounded ; that is the right w ay.

For the good of the health in
your home cistern water should
he sanitary for all domestic use.
I am wholesale agent for the 30.
S. CISTERN FILTER.
This
FILTER will not freeze in cold
weather. ' 'Gall and see1 it for
yourself,1--Write for prices. '
I furnish Heaters, Ranges, and
do Tin,-Slate and Slag Roofing,
Spouting and Gutter Work. Have
had 20 years experience, Favor
me with your order.
ije

PLASTERING DONE—I am prepared
to do all kinds of plastering, plain arid
ornamental. Jobbing promptly attended
to. F. B. POPER, Second avenue, Col
legeville, Pa. Phone 116-r-3
6|17i3m

ELLWOQD L. HOFMASTER
Second Aye. Collegeville, Pa.

ELECTRICAL WORK WANTED: I am
now prepared to do all kinds of small elec
trical jobs, as installing and repairing bells,
burglar alarms, extra lights, outlets, base
board receptacles, etc., during evenings and
spare time. Repair work a specialty.
Prices reasonable. JACOB A. BUCKDEPORT OF THE CONDITION
WALTER, Collegeville, Pa. Bell phone
Of the Collegeville National Bank, at 18-r2.
Collegeville, in the State of Pennsylvania,
at the close of business on June- 30, 1926.
FEEDERS ATTENTION!—Granulated
and roasted Corn Meal. Buckwheat and
RESOURCES
Graham Flour, Feeding Molasses, Butter
Loans and discounts .......... . $460,565.91 milk dry and semi-solid, Tobacco powder,
Overdrafts, unsecured.................
1.56 Sulphur, All Kinds of Mill Feed.
U. S. Bonds deposited to secure
10|29|tf ■ COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
circulation (par value) $50,000.00
All other United States Govern
ment securities . . . . $83,402.50 133,402.50
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Mary
Other bonds, stock, securities,
Buckwalter, late of the borough of Col
etc. ............
307,517.49 legeville, Montgomery county, PennsylBanking House, $11,000; Furniture
vanvia, deceased.
and fixtures, $4,000 ............ 15,000.00
Letters testamentary on the above es
Lawful reserve with Federal
tate having been granted to the under
Reserve Bank ....................... 43,688.19 signed, all persons indebted to said estate
Cash in vault and amount due
are requested to make immediate pay
from national banks ............. 123,133.79 ment, and those having legal claims to
Total of items 9, 10, 11, 12
present the same without delay to A. D.
and 13 ................ $123,133.79
FETTEROLF, Executor, Collegeville, Pa.
Miscellaneous cash items $250.14
250.14
7|16|6t
Redemption Fund with U. S,
Treasurer and due from U. S.
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Daniel
Treasurer ..........
2,500.00
Other assets, if any ................
2,206.00 Shuler, late of the borough of Trappe,
Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above es
Total ................................... $1,088,264.58
tate having been granted the undersigned,
all persons indebted to said estate are
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in ....................50,000.00 requested to make immediate payment, and
Surplus fund ............................. 76,066.00 those having legal claims, to present the
same without delay to DANIEL W.
Undividedprofits . . . . $22,572.22
SHULER or NORA HELENA HELFLess current expenses
6|24|6t
0 22,672.22 FRICH, Trappe, Pa.
paid .............................
Circulating notes outstanding .. 50,000.00
Cashier's checks outstanding..
35.00
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Sallie
Total of Items 24, 25, 26, 27
Poley, late of borough of Trappe, Mont
and 28
.........
$35.00
gomery county, deceased.
Individual deposits subject to
Letters testamentary on the above es
check ................... J ................. 311,935.40 tate
having been granted the undersigned,
Dividends unpaid . ! : ..............
2,500.00 all persons
indebted to said estate are re
Total of demand deposits
quested
to make immediate payment, and
(other than bank deposits)
those
having
legal claims, to present the
subject to Reserve $314,435.40
same without delay to H. WILLARD
Certificates of deposit (other
919 W. Lafayette street, Norris
than for money borrowed) .. 108,770.94 POLEY,
town, Pa., or his attorney, RALPH F.
Other time deposits ................... 367,451.02 WISMER, E sq , 501 Swede street, Norris
Total of time deposits subject
town, P.
6|17 6t
to reserve, items 35, 86
37, arid 38 ........... $476,221.96
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Theophilus
Liabilities other than those
above stated .......................... 100,000.00 T. Steltz, late of the borough of College
ville, Pa., deceased. Letters of admin
Total ................................... $1,088,264.68 istration having been granted to the un
dersigned, notice is hereby given to all
State of Pennsylvania, County of Mont persons indebted to the said estate to make
gomery, ss.
prompt settlement, and to those having
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above claims against the estate to present them,
named bank, do solemnly swear that the duly authorized, without delay to HAR
above statement is true to the best of my VEY S. STELTZ, administrator, College
knowledge and belief.
ville, Pa.
6|17|6t ■
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
6th day of July, A. D., 1926.
• F. W. ^CHEUREN,
Notary Public.
My commission expires March 6, 1927.
Correct—Attest: \
A. D. FETTEROLF, \
FRANK W. GRISTOCK,
E. S. MOSER,
Directors.

Stop in and give, us a call *
*
and make yourself at home.
1¥
Telephone your wants and *
*
we will take care of them.
*
1
Bell Phone--Collegeville 150 r 2 I*
1
§
1

WINKLER— DRUGS

i

1

|
*
jp % Fifth Ave. & Reading Pike, *

1
*

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

|

*

If every woman knew our styles and quality there’d be
but ONE Millinery Store in the County.
“Where Better Hats Cost Less”

Bon-T on Millinery
64 E. Main St.

f Farmers’ Picnic

Wheat ......................... $1.47 to $1.52
Corn .................................... 86c
to 92c
Oats .................................... 50c
to 53c
Baled h a y ....................$22.00 to $26.00 S SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.
Bran ................... .. $33.00 to $34.00
Live poultry ..................... 23c to 31c
B oilers.......................40c to 46c
Dressed poultry ............... 26c
to 34c
Eggs .. 29c to 32c; candled, up to 39c
Butter ................................ 38c
to 42c
Calves ........................... $9.00 to $14.50 ■ For Exhibitors’ space write
Hogs ........................... $14.00 to $16.25
or call W. W. HARLEY,
Fat ccows ................... $5.00 to $6.65
Schwenksville. Phone 44.
Steers ............................$8.00 to $10.00
7-22-2t
Sheep ......................... $3.50 to $7.50
Lambs ..................... $ 10.00 to $15.50 S n i n i n a n u m i i n i n i

BUILD NOW
In a Growing Section of

TRAPPE
Desirable Lots 100 x 250 ft.
HOMES FINANCED
FOR INVESTMENT
Buy Good 6% -First Mortgages

HENRY W. MATHIEU
Real Estate
Collegeville 5J-r-3

TRAPPE, PA.

EYE TALKS

SUNSHINE
Fresh air and many other good
things of this world are free to
all, rich and poor alike, yet they
are not always enjoyed.

D efectiv e Dyes
Rob many people of their pleas
ure—more’s the pity—for a pair
of right glasses would make the
whole world seem bright and
cheerful. Tell us of your eye
troubles and let us show you
what we can do to relieve them at

Correct'

HAUSSMANN & GO.
Optometrists and Opticians
725 CHESTNUT STREET
Washday—ah, there’s the rub
Unless you have a perfect
.tub.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Both Phones.

—from the proverbs of Mr. Quick

EYE’LL soon put your laun
dry tubs in perfect condi
tion. All you have to do is
to give us a ring and we’ll
start for your house.

TIRES

TIRES

TIRES

Spring Tire Sale
A real Opportunity to buy your spring supply of Cord Tires
at unheard of low prices. All fresh stock, in the original factory
wrappings. All sizes of Balloon Cords, are included in this sale.

30
30
30
31
32
33
32
33
34
30
36
32
29
30
31
30

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3 i/2 Reg. Clincher C o r d ............ $ 7.50
3«/2 OVERSIZE Clincher Cord . . 8.50
31/2 S S Cord ............................. i 9.35
4
S S Cord ........................ . 12.00
4
S S Cord ............ . . . . . . . 13.50
4
S S C o r d .......................... . 13.75
41/2 S S Cord ........................ . 17.25
41/2 S S Cord .......................... . 18.25
41/2 S S Cord .......................... . 18.85
5
Truck Cord ........................ . 25,50
6
GENERAL TRUCK CORDS
70.00
3*4 S S Silvertown C o r d .......... . 14.50
4.40 Balloon Cord ................... . 9.75
4.75 Balloon Cord , .................... 12.50
5.25 Balloon C o r d ............
16.50
5.77 Balloon Cord ..................... . 18.25

11 other sizes; at proportionately low prices. We will ship
C. O. D. Write or phone your orders, as our stock will not last
long at this price.

J. L. Bechtel & Son, Inc.
Collegeville, Pa.

LC SO L.S
CHATZ
L E G E V IL L E . P A .

s

I AUG. 5 ANDA

Norristown, Pa.

“Originators of Low Prices in Norristown”

[ N O T I C E !|

Philadelphia Market Report

correct

sty les, all th e popular shades,

Total........................................ $1,522.73
Curren Arcade
Instruction! (B)
Salaries of teachers, ........... $16,795.00
FOR RENT—One part of modern double
, Textbooks..................
1,396.18 house,
Main street, Gollegeville, near
Supplies, ........
880.47
NORRISTOWN
avenue. Seven rooms, electric and
Other expenses, ...................... 7,977.92 Eighth
gas equipment, and all other conveniences.
Possession last week in Auust. REV. A.
Total......................
$26,049.67 B.
MARKLEY, Colleevgille, Pa. 7|22|3t
Auxiliary Agencies (C)
Promotion of health, ................
27.10
Transportation, .................
406.00
FOR SALE—Cook stove, No. 8; cabinet *******■ »****•»**#*********«
stove, small heating stove and other
Total, ..........
432.10 oil
household furnishings. Apply at No. 1, I
T H E
|
Operation (D)
Wages of janitors, ......................... 996.95 Glenwood Avenue, Collegeville, Pa. 7(15:3
Fuel, ....................
1,3S3.?9
I I I \ flVIhLNXI M l l k t f |
Janitors’ supplies, ...................
129.85
FOR SALE—a lpf of good kindling
Other expenses, _______
355,81 wood, One dollar - per load.’ HARRT W.
BROWN, Fifth avenue, east, Collegeville,
Total...........................
2,775.40 Pa.
7Fl5|2t
Maintenance (E)
Repairs, ...................................... 1,587.36
FOR SALE—A copper kettle—30 gallons
Fixed Charges (F)
State Retirement Board, .........
393.19 capacity, with stirrer, &c.' H .-H . FET
TEROLF,
Collegeville, Pa.
7J1513t
Insurance, .............
88.71

Total .............
$1,782.60
Bal. July, ’26 .............................
$377.60
We hereby certify that we have exam
ined the above accounts and find them
correct, and that the securities of the
officers of the board are in accordance
with law (Section 2613).
JONES ROGERS,
WM. J. EPPRECHT,
Auditors.
July 6. 1926.

that
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DANCING
■

g Wednesday & Saturday \
Nights

JOHN C. CALHOUN
“He who opposes me with open
argument does both me and my
country a service. He that
whispers- against me is damag
ing his character and his
country.”

! Graterford Pavilion ■
■

THE serviees performed by
our stuff are spoken of in
words of commendation. Our
organization is respected be
cause of its reputation, skill
ful and honorable conduct.

PENNA. NIGHTHAWKS
NOW PLAY

JOHN L. BECHTEL

AT THE

■

S 4-8-

A. H. E spenshlp. S

Funeral Director
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Advertise in The Independent.

Frank W. Shalkop-

FOR LATEST DESIGNS

1

—AND—

■

TRAPPE, PA.

LOWEST PRICES

UNDERTAKER & EMBALMER m
■
Np effort spared to meet the

J

MIP
fullest expectations of those J|

Cemeier; Work
U p

who engage my services.
Trains met at all stations, j

■

Prompt attention to calls by' j
telephone or telegraph.

—IN

■

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■MM

—CALL ON—

H.

E.

a,

BRANDT

ROYERSFORD
Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.

